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MANNA Essay
Vive La Difference?

F,Lna..,iLiF

VOTE FOR ..... BECKHAM?

scarcely remarkable or a revelation.

We only mention it because it
represents one of the very few Jewish
dimensions to the Blair administration
and the New Labour venture. Where
have all the Jews gone? Into soccer,
one by one. Politics no longer inspires
us with passion or meaning. Football

provides not just a substitute passion
and real power but instant gratification
- or the reverse if you are an odd ball
like the editor.
The Jewish tradition of political
involvement in this country is a long

one. Remember the heady days of three
or four senior cabinet ministers under
Thatcher? The Nigels, Leons, Keiths
and Michaels have disappeared into the
shadows and show no signs of being
replaced. Or think further back to the
time when Old Labour and its left wing
was a magnet for those who.had grown
up within an authentic, radical tradition
- the Abses, the Janners and the
Kaufmans, the Mendelsons, the
Mikardos and the Shinwells. There is
no evidence that we shall ever see their
like again. All the indications are that
the`Jewishcommunityisbecomingjust
like any other less-than-half-a-percent
of the population - distinctive passion
has given way to assimilated disinterest.
Interestingly, the same is not true in
the United States. Ironically, Senator
Joe Liebeman was robbed of the VicePresidency by Florida Jews in their
twilight years who could not tell their
chads from their kalookie. But, sooner
or later, there will be a Jew in the Oval
Office and not just an intern.
But then American society is very
different from British society. Make no
mistake,wedonotthinkthateverything
in the goldene medina is lovely. The
toleration of extremes of poverty and
deprivation, the love affair with guns,
President Bush's obsession with capital
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punishment and son of Star Wars are
appalling. But America is a religious
society, a society of church goers - and
it certainly shows in the way in which
American Jews not only fund their
synagogues but also go to many of
them. America is also a society in which
there is energy and drive and
enthusiasm. There is still an American
dream, a vision and a sense of meaning
and purpose. That spills over into its
Jews and its Judaism. And into its place
on Capitol Hill and its engagement with
the values of society.
Britain is different. Ours is not a
religious society. Ever fewer people go
to church. The question guaranteed to

stump the contestant on any of our
interminable game shows is a question
about the Bible. Religion has become
Britain's weakest link. It is far from
clear that most Brits have any kind of
dream beyond winning Millionaire or
any great sense of meaning and purpose
to life. Providing the Government
improves the public services which we
need and lowers our taxes, we are
content. Beyond that, what interest do
politics and a vision of the just society
hold?
One can see the extent to which
British Jews have become more and

more assimilated - even if the
assimilation is not of the conventional
Jewish-identity-threatening kind. Not
only are we not interested in politics
because we have no burning social
vision but Jewish organisations like the
Jewish Council for Racial Equality

(J.CORE) or Tzedek remain without
mass support. The prophetic tradition?
Social justice? Tikkun - repair of the
world? How many well supported
synagogue committees are there
actively engaged in social action? How
many people at a Jewish conference will
turn up to a workshop on multi-ethnic
co-operation, as distinct from Jewish
defence?
It has even gone very quiet on the

`intemal' Jewish political agenda. It is

nice to hear Tony Blair say reassuring
things about Israel. But it is not clear
that the British Government is a
significant player in the Middle East.
Even if it were, Israel now seems to be

a turn off for the rank and file of our
communities. One might have thought
that the cosmopolitan Jew with not
altogether positive experiences of the
nation state might be interested in panEuropean issues. But the world of

Ludwig Zamenhof and the Esperanto
language which he invented are a
million miles and a hundred centuries
away from British Jewry.
The last four years have indeed been
the age of Lord Levy. All that suggests
is that the tradition of the shtadlan dies
hard. Lady Thatcher had her Lord
Jakobovits as a reproach to the Church
of England for not holding the correct
views and Tony and Gordon have their
Jonathan Sacks. That does not mean that
we Jews have much interest in politics
any more, much social conviction, a
dream, a sense of purpose, a sense of
meaning. Even inside our proliferating
Jewish schools and our exemplary
welfare
institutions,
we
have
assimilated into British culture to a
remarkable extent.
The great American Jewish thinker
Eugene Borowitz coined the phrase
"creative maladjustment". By that he
meant that Jews should live fully within
society yet still retain their critical
faculties and distinctive passion for
justice and social improvement. We
have a hunch that by "creative

maladjustment" he did not mean
disengaging
from
politics,
marginalising social concern and
having as our sole object of meaning
andpassionthereorganisationofsoccer
or thinking that a place in Europe must
be a reference to the champions' league.
From Mendelson to Mandelson. 0

tempora, 0 mores .

Administration of George W

THE Bush
MAKEUP
is as differentOF
from that
THE
of
its predecessor as it is possible to be.

Clinton's was an Administration of
Liberal Democrats with a higher

Alex Bru-er

percentage of Jewish-American
members, at senior levels, than any
govemmentinAmericanhistory.Bush's
team has a totally different flavour. In
terms of weight of foreign policy
experience it has more than any recent
presidency. Every senior national
security official from the Secretary of
State Colin Powell to the Defence
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has held
high office before. But Bush has created
an Administration dominated by neoconservative influences and deeply
Christian in its make-up. In fact it is also
the first US Administration to include
an Arab-American at the cabinet table
in the shape of Senator Spencer
Abraham, the Secretary of Energy.
Given the central role of energy security
to the Bush Administration - with its
heavy Texan influences -Abraham `s
post is by no means the secondary one
it may have been in previous US
goverrments.
The narrow but critical question
which is always asked on these
occasions is: Will this Administration
be good for the Jews or, put another
way, Israel? On the surface it looks to
be the least friendly, with fewer
obligations to American Jewry than any
Administration in recent times. There
is only one Jewish foreign policy
adviser at highest levels, the deputy
secretary Paul Wolfowitz. Whereas
almost every senior economic post from
Secretary of the Treasury downwards
was held by people of Jewish

background
in
the
Clinton
administration, Bush's economic team
is distinctive for its fieavily corporate,
WASP background. The Buin team is
determined to put as much distance
between itself and the C!inton
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The new Bush

Administration

is adhering to the
so-called " Carter

doctrine " , put into

Administration in as short a time as
possible, while preaching a bipartisan
creed. On the economic front the stark
differences are already being seen. Bush
is clamouring for Reagan style tax cuts
across the board worth $ 1500 billions,
whereas Clinton was much keener on
targeted tax reliefs aimed at achieving
health, educational and urban goals. A
big change is already emerging on the
foreign policy front. In the post Cold
War era, Clinton saw the most
destabilising element in the Middle East
as the conflict surounding Israel. His
Administration, heavily laced with
Jewish-American influences, pursued
this relentlessly through the peace
process. In fact the final push towards
a solution at the Camp David sulrmit
in 2000 proved to be the spark which
set off the second Intifada. Clinton felt
that the White House's direct
involvement in the process and the
prestige of the presidency was the only
way of delivering peace. So among
Bush's first decision was to declare the
"peace process" over.
The less prescriptive American
approach was on display during the late
February visit by US Secretary of State
Colin Powell to the region - the first
diplomatic trip for Powell. He made it
plain that the Bush Administration's
priority was the "restoration of
confidence, co-ordination and peace
between the parties." The term "peace
process" never crossed his lips. In fact
Powell's meetings with Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon and Palestinian
leader Yassir Arafat were almost an
adjunct to the Secretary of State's main
reason for being in the region. The Bush
Administration essentially has tuned
the clock back 10 years to the
unfinished business of the 1990 Gulf
War when allied troops expelled
Saddam Hussein from Kuwait.
The then president George Bush the
elder blinked and pulled back the allied
troops on the road to Baghdad. The
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place during the
Iranian revolution
Of 1979, which

designated the Gulf
states and open
shipping lanes fior oil

to be a matter Of vital
strategic interest. This
is something well

understood by the
Bush team with i,ts

strong I:exan and

corporate
background. The
Middle-East corflict

between Israel and
the Palestinians is an

unpleasant irritant

but has linited
strategic sighif icance

focus on Iraq reflects the different
strategic thinking of the Bush and
Clinton eras. The new Bush
Administration is adhering to the socalled "Carter doctrine", put into place
during the Iranian revolution of 1979,
which designated the Gulf states and
open shipping lanes for oil to be a matter
of vital strategic interest. This is
something well understood by the Bush
team with its strong Texan and
corporate background. The Middle-East
conflict between Israel and the
Palestinians is an unpleasant irritant but
has limited strategic significance
because of the unwillingness of most
Arab states to become directly involved
in a conflict in which there can be no

wimers.
Of far greater long-term importance
to the United States and its corporate
interests is ensuring that the security of
the Gulf States is protected and that
supplies of imported oil - on which
America is highly dependent - are not
interrupted. Bush's first major foreign
policy move, the Anglo-American
bombing of Iraq, was a signal of this

priority. During his tour of the Middle
East Powell emphasised that his mission
in the region was to "reinforce the
United Nations resolutions that Saddam
Hussein agreed to at the end of the Gulf
War." Powell has been clear that the new
team in Washington will not be satisfied
until Hussein has agreed to allow back
UN inspectors to ensure that potential
nuclear and chemical weapons facilities
are properly monitored. In this
particular arena the new Bush team
clearly views Israel as a strategic asset.
Although it may be dissatisfied with
aspects of Israeli policy, most notably
the severity of the economic embargo
on the West Bank and Gaza, Israel's
importance as a strategic asset in the
region is underlined by the anti-Iraqi
focus which has become the
comerstone of the new Administration's
Continued on next page
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Although i,t may be
dissatisf ted with
policy. The Pentagon chose to
emphasise this when US troops
undertookjoint exercises with the Israel
Defence Forces in the testing of the
Patriot anti-missile defence systems first used to intercept Iraqi-controlled
scuds during the Gulf War. Bush has
also approved the sale of America's
most advanced radar-evading j et, the F22 to Israel, a request to Congress first

put forward by his predecessor.
It is, however, early days. With all
American administrations, policy is as
much framed by the internal politics of
the decision-making machinery as the
strategy. During the Clinton years the
pursuit of the peace process was
essentially a White House operation
with the President himself in the
middle. The State Department's broader
diplomatic obj ectives were subjugated
to Clinton's personal determination to
use his unique brand of touchy-feely
diplomacy - also used in Northern
Ireland - to win a place in history. The
Defence Department, under William
Cohen, was largely responsible for
nmning down spending in the post-Cold
War era and a rather reluctant
participant in overseas conflict. Hence
its refusal to commit ground troops to
Kosovo. In the case of the Bush
Administration there are already strong
signs that it is the State Department
which will hold the greater sway.
Secretary of State Powell, unlike his
predecessor Madeleine Albright, has his
own broad political base in the
Republican Party. Many believed, in
fact, that he was the candidate best

qualified to beat AI Gore, if he had
chosen to put his name forward. The
fact that he has chosen to throw in his
lot with Bush indicates that he wants to
restore the State Department to its
former primacy in foreign policy
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aspects Of Isradi
poticy, most notably
the severity Of the

econondc embargo
on the West Bank and

Gaza, Israel's

inportance as a
strategic asset in the

region is underlined

by the anti-Iraqi
f;oous which has

become the
cornerstone Of the
new Administration ' s

making, something made easier by
Bush junior's own unfamiliarity with
the territory.
Moreover, whereas in many previous
administrations, dating back to
Kissinger during the Nixon era, the
White House has stood to counterbalance State Department power
through the National Security Council,
this is not Bush's intention. His NSC
adviser Condoleezza Rice, an expert on
the former Soviet Union and the Cold
War, is a product of the neoconservative Hoover Institution at
Stan ford University and has made it
clear that she also believes the State
Department has primacy of role. In fact
she has shrunk the policy-making
apparatus of the NSC. Nevertheless, she
will be extraordinarily powerful as she
will occupy a spacejust a short distance
from the Oval Office. And she already
has the President's ear, having been his
foreign policy adviser on the campaign
trail. For the moment, the distraction of
sorting out Iraq means that the
Palestinian conflict has vanished off her
and the Bush Administration's radar
screen. But under pressure from friends
in the Middle East and the oil lobby it
could quickly enter centre stage. Noone will forget that it was the
Administration of Bush the elder which
was the first to place sanctions on Israel,
by putting a hold on loan guarantees,
when it disliked Jerusalem's settlement
policy.

poliey

The fear for Zionists must be that the
team of Bush the younger will use the
financial power that it has over Israel
eventually to press for peace accords
which do not have the support of the

Jewish state .
ALEX BRUMnfflR I.a Cz.fy Edz.for a/ ffee A4czz./.
He was the prize-winning Washington Correspondehi Of the Guardian 1979-89 and has just
been named Financial Journalist Of the Year.
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DOWN AND OUT
AND AIMING HIGH
IN HACKNEY
John Pridmore

`Instituted and inducted' as

FIVERector
YEARS
of Hackney.
AGOThose
I WAS
at the
service witnessed much ecclesiastical
mummery. I was led in procession
around the church. Our progress took
us to the font, to the pulpit, to the altar.
We paused at each point to sing a hymn;
`We love the sacred font' must be the
s±ll±est line ±n Hymns Ancient and
A4oder7e. At the foot of the tower I tolled
the church bell. The number of times it
rings out is supposed to tell your

There are times in the lives Of many Progressive rabbis when they
experience a deep kinship with likeminded clergy, be they Christian or
Muslim. Some years ago the editor Of MANNA fiound the leadership of St.
Marti.n-in-the-Fields in London ' s Traf algar Square remarkably sympathetic,
concerned as they were both about issues Of social justice and social
inequality and also about a real dialogue and partnership between the
faiths. The then Curate Of St. Martin's, Rev. John Pridmore, later moved to
Haclmey. We asked him to write about the role Of the Church in an area Of

great ethnic diversity and profound social deprivation. Hi,s article contains
nouch that resonates across the religious and economic divide but also much
to provoke thought armong rabbis and within Jewish communiti,es living in

predominantly middle-class areas.

parishioners how many years they are
saddled with you. At the door I was
presented with the keys to the church
and something called a `terrier',
whatever that is. Do they have them in
synagogues? I promised to obey my
bishop and -always the minister's most
inportant public utterance - gave out
the notices. `The Mothers' Union now
meets on Tuesdays'. . .

The service was a rich soup of signs
and symbols. But in retrospect I feel that
one
ceremony
was
omitted.
Representatives of all the authorities,
temporal and spiritual, who had

appointed the new incumbent should
have ascended a ladder and emptied a
dustbin over him.
Much of the Rector of Hackney's job
has to be done with a shovel. Like most
incumbents in what - deplorably - is
still `the established church', he is
doomed to suffocate in paper unless he
can keep shifting it. A bulldozer would
be useful too. The church building of
St. John-at-Hackney, to which I was
given the keys, was described by the
Victorian divine George MacDonald as
`the ugliest building in Christendom bar
one.' It is a monstrous pile, suitable for
the garaging of airships or for allweather hang-gliding. It seats two
thousand and we have a congregation
of fifty. It is so cold in winter that bits
of you fall off without you noticing.
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So, mixing metaphors, I have had to
do something about the flock of dead
albatrosses hung about my neck and
threatening to break it even before I can
begin what I aln supposed to be here
for. My strategy has been to bin
everything that comes through the post
in brown envelopes and to pray that the
next time the church catches fire - it
was gutted in the fifties - no-one will
call the fire brigade. Which is said with
tongue in cheek but also with the truth
in mind that God prefers to meet his
people in a tent.

But the best strategy for ridding
oneself of the encumbrances of the job
is to step outside. Out into Hackney.
Notorious Hackney. The borough has
the worst crime rate in the country. Life
expectancy is shorter and infant
mortality higher than almost anywhere
else in Britain. Rates of unemployment
soar and many find it hard to make ends
meet. Demands on social services
provision are massive. Many have fallen
through the welfare net. Much of the
local housing, particularly on the
surviving 1960s-style estates, is rundown, depressing to look at, more so to
live in. Hackney bumps along the
bottom of any table of social well-being

you care to consult. It is one of the
poorest places in Europe. The council
is tens of millions of pounds overspent
and in the next few years s?vere cutbacks will be required in the services it
provides.

Hackney's plight is nowhere more
evident than in its schools. Our church
primary school was, in the govemment's
spooky euphemism, `on special
measures' for five years. During that
time the school received repeated
monitoring visits from Her Majesty's
Inspectors. In the end it was monitored
to death. The HMls' damning
observations took no account of the
circumstances of multiple deprivation
fromwhichmanyofourchildrencome.
For the staff the experience was totally
demoralising. The surest way to reduce
a child to gibbering breakdown is to
stand over him or her repeating, `Not
good enough'. Grown-ups are no
different and it was no surprise that our
teachers found it increasingly difficult
to get up from the floor and start again
after each successive going-over.
Understandably those parents with the
savvy and clout to work the system
withdrew their children and placed
theminschoolswithabetterreputation.
These children tended to be the brighter
ones. A descending spiral was thus set
in motion, with staff expected to achieve
the same results after the clever kiddies
were creamed off. In the end the school
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was sentenced to death. Now it is
emerging - new name, new school
uniform, new teachers -from the ` fresh
start' process. Same kids, though.
The secondary schools, too, have to
do their best with the least advantaged.
Young professional couples with no
kids may be moving into the more
agreeable parts of Hackney. But, as they
arrive, middle-class parents with their
eleven-year-olds are moving out,
moving to Godalming or wherever else
there are nice schools at the top of the
tables. It is what happens in a
competitive educational system
designed to train a meritocracy. The
result is educational apartheid. Children
of parents with oomph all end up in one
sort of school. The rest, the most
vulnerable and thus the most deserving,
end up in another.
Hackney is the inner-city of sorrows.

And yet I am not sure I would want to
be anywhere else. For all its problems,
Hackney is a marvellously vibrant
community. It is the least boring place
I have ever lived - and for five years

my home was on the comer of Trafalgar
Square.
Hackney was recently
described in the Guardian as `viably
funky'. Certainly the clergy who come
here are usually loathe to leave. They
were putting on a party the other day
for a much-loved local vicar who had

been at the same church in Hackney for
fortyyears.Afewhoursbeforetheparty
this wonderful old soldier, deciding that
he could do without all this fuss, simply
sat down and died. Hackney is home to
many artists, writers and musicians.
Creative people find it an inspiration.
Hackney boasts the East End's last and
most magnificent music hall. The

Hackney Empire is a gilt-and-scarlet
riot of decaying domes and moulderlng
drapes, of crumbling plaster putti and
peeling paint. They want to refurbish it
but it will not be half as charming when
it as good as new.
But what above all else makes
Hackney so special, as exhilarating as
it is exhausting, is that it is home to
everyone from everywhere. On my desk
is a report on our secondary school's
`Ethnic
Minority
Achievement
Success'. The report lists the different
`first languages' spoken by our pupils.

Yoruba, Twi, Cantonese, Krio, Okye,
Vietnamese, Punjabi, Creole, Ibo, Edo,
Urdu, Lingala, Russian, Hindi, Turkish
- and many more. This document is a
window onto the world of worlds which
is my incomparable parish.
What about religion in Hackney?
The Christian churches in Hackney, as
everywhere else, largely go their
separate ways. Certainly there is no
common mind or shared strategy about
the needs of the neighbourhood.
Responses sharply differ according to
the conflicting theological assunlptions
underpinning them. What is most
striking is that the most significant
division of theological opinion is not
over the issues which have historically
separated the churches. What divides
Christians in Hackney has much more
to do with the neighbourhood's more
immediate problems.
The most successful church in
Hackney is the Kingsway lnternational
Christian Centre which meets in a vast
converted warehouse. Recently I
attended one of their services where I
found myself one of a predominantly
black congregation of several thousand.
The preacher bounded around a
platform as big as a tennis court. `God
will move against nature to bless you no matter what the doctor says, no
matter what the cancer says, you shall
be blessed!' There was a constant
exchange between pulpit and people.
"Somebody say, `He provides." The
response was a single thunderous echo
-"He provides!" It was an exchange
without dialogue.
Such churches - and there are many
in Hackney - teach that being well and
being well-off is sign and proof of
God's blessing and that illness and
poverty are indicators of divine
displeasure.
There is another way of looking at
things. This is to argue that many are

The Hackney Empire

poor because it suits the rich to keep
them that way and that many are ill
because they cannot escape from
unhealthy situations which are not of
Continued on next page
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their making. The theological corollary
of this position is that God is on the side
of the poor. In the words of a Jewish
prophet, `Theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven'.
The outworking of the latter position
-and it happens to be the stance of the

church I serve - is not to condemn the
poor or to try to convert them but to
honour them and to try to help them.
Here at St. John-at-Hackney we have
something quaintly called `The
Community Space Centre'. This is a
drop-in and advice centre which seeks
to be both a shelter and, if any wish to
use it as such, a leg-up to better things
for the many in our neighbourhood who
are down and out. Many of them do
drink too much. But life is cruel and
we, with our alternative anodynes, are
not in the business of blame. And at
least this programme does put one wing
of our colossal building to good use.
Religious people have been arguing
for a long time about whether health and
wealth signify God's blessing. The
quarrel was already going on loudly in
Job's bedroom, I seem to remember.
Hackney's religious communities
tell their different stories. The main
reason I am so embarrassed by the
building in which I worship is that by
its size alone it could be seen as making
some kind of imperialist claim about the
story Christians tell, as if its very bricks
cried out, `Our story is true. Yours is
not.' The fact is that ours is just one
house in the road - a few doors down
are the synagogue, the mosque, the

The main reason I
am so embarrassed

by the building
in which I worship
is that by its
size alone it could be

seen as maJing some hind

Of imperialist claim about
the story Christians tell,
as if its very bri,cks oried
out, `Our story is true.
Yours is not.'
temple, the gudwara. Different tales are
told in these different houses. If only ifonly-wegaveourselvesthetimeand
made the opportunity we would
discover how extensively those stories
overlap and resonate with each other.
Not least the Jewish and Christian
stories. Many Jews moved up into
Hackney out of the old East End. Now
most have moved on and the remaining
congregations are ageing and
dwindling. To be sure the ultra-

Orthodox are there in large numbers in
the north of the borough but they are a
A4ecz Sfee¢7~z.772, a world of their own.

Hackney does, though, have to be
deeply grateful to its Jewish mayor. He
is strictly Orthodox. He will not enter a
church or indeed shake hands with half
of us - not even with the Queen when
she recently visited the Homerton
Hospital. But he has been re-elected for
an unprecedented fourth term and his
commitment to the flourishing of all
races and all faiths in Hackney has been
exemplary. There may well have been
political reasons, too, for his long tenure
but there is no doubt that `his lightness
of touch and generosity in conducting
council meetings' -I quote the words
of a local vicar who is also a councillor

- have gone a long way to prevent
hostilities in the council chamber

tuning into all-out war.
We do have a small branch of the
Council of Christians and Jews which
seeks to build bridges between the two
communities. But there are many
congregations in Hackney, both Jewish
and Christian, whose view apparently
is that it is fences rather than bridges
which make good neighbours. There is
little sign as yet of the Lubavitch
community and `The Abundant Life
Christian Fellowship' sitting down to
talks. More to the point, I am ashamed
to think how little bridge-building I have
myself done since coming to Hackney.
I aln glad though to have had a walkon part in some worthwhile events. I
think of a reception -kosher sherry and
nibbles - in the Mayor's Parlour in the
town hall. It was a reception for a group
of young people - Jews, Muslims and
Christians - from Haifa, a city with
which Hackney is twinned. Earlier in
the day they had dropped in for that
most English of institutions - tea in the
Rectory garden. I remember catching a
glimpse of these teenagers sharing some
private joke, perhaps about how
ridiculous we oldies looked as we made
our stuffy speeches. Clearly they were
the best of friends. They were also

perhaps a sign to us that we should aim
for more than mannered courtesies in
our interfaith relationships. My worry
about
the
different
religious
communities in Hackney is not that we
do not worship together or work
together. It is that we so seldom laugh

together I
THE REVD DR JOHN PRIDMORE I.s cz
Church of England minister and the Rector Of

It's only as you get inside these foats that the drabness and decay assail you

Hachaey. He was previously Coordinator Of International and Interfaith Affairs at St.
Martin-in-the-Fields. He is married to Dr. Pat
Pridmore and they have one doughier, Rebecca.
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RIFTS RULE - OK!
Charles Middleburgh

T

HE

ORIGIN

OF

THE

Israelites was tribal - 1 1 tribes
and two half-tribes, descended
from 12 brothers whose relationship
was at best tense and at worst close to
fratricidal. Once the biblical kingdoms
of David and Solomon were
established, the tribal divisions became
blurred and then disappeared. That

process was completed by the forced
exile of the ten tribes, whose ancestral
land made up the northern kingdom of
Israel, by the Assyrians in 722BCE.
When the southern kingdom of
Judah went into Babylonian exile in the
7th Century BCE, the people removed
from their own land by force
undoubtedly had a degree of popular
identity, though some of the citizens of
Judah remained behind. Vvhen the exiles
returned in 538, they not only had to
contend with the challenges of return
and tensions between incomers and
settled residents but also the presence
of the Samaritans in the north.
With the passage of centuries, other
divisions between Jews, as we can
probably at this stage correctly be
called, also asserted themselves.
Proto-Sadduccees and Proto-Pharisees
- priestly classes and Hasidim - in the
days of the Seleucid Empire, Sadducees
and Pharisees thereafter, sects like the
Essenes, Boethusians, Therapeutae and
Zealots in addition during Roman times,
then a lull after Titus's destruction of
the Temple of Herod. And so on, and
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on, and on into modern times Ashkenazim and Sephardim, Karaites
and Rabbanites, Hasidim and
Mitnagdim, internecine strife between
various Hasidic `courts' and their
followers, Progressive Jews and modem
Orthodox, Zionists and Bundists,
Haredim and everybody else in the
Jewish world.
If an objective look is taken at the
millennia of what we call Jewish
history, in human terms it is a tale of
argument
and
division,
de1egitimisation and mutual hatred,
suspicion and misrepresentation and, all
too often, physical violence. Yet this
history, the real history of the Jewish

people, is always counterbalanced and
glossed over by the repetition of two
rrrari:tras, ` Kol Yisrael areivin zeh bazeh'

- "all Israel are sureties for each other
-and `fr'Jcz/);z.srce/', the community of
Israel.

The first mantra, found in the
Babylonian Talmud (Shevu.39a) is also

the locus classicus for the aggadah
which states that, in a metaphysical
way, all Israel was assembled at Mt
Sinai for the revelation of Torah. This
concept clearly promotes the idea of the
Israelite/Jewish people as an organic
whole, not just at the time of the giving
of Torah but for all time. The mantra
itself implies that there is a definite link
between every Jew, that we all have a
responsibility for and to each other and
that underneath this we have a

connection which transcends national
and other boundaries and makes us one.
This in turn evolved into the concept
of k'/cz/ };I.srcze/, the second mantra

whose meaning has been best described
by the late Solomon Schechter, who
interpreted it as referring to the
collective conscience of the Jewish
people. Schechter wrote:
`The Talmud, that wonderful mine
of religious ideas from which it would
be just as easy to draw up a manual
for the most Orthodox as to extract a
1/acJe-"ecw772 handbook for the most

sceptical, supports the view that it is
not the mere revealed Bible that is of
first importance to the Jew, but the
Bible as it repeats itself in history, in
other words as it is interpreted by
tradition. Liberty was always given
to the great teachers of every

generation to make modifications and
innovations in harmony with the
spirit of existing institutions. The
norm as well as the sanction of
Judaism is the practice actually in
vogue. Its consecration is the
consecration of general use. It was
probably with a view to this
communion that the later mystics
introduced a short prayer to be said

before the performance of any
religious ceremony, in which, among
other things, the speaker professes his
readiness to act in the name of all
Israel.,

Another expression of the concept
of fa'/cz/ )/I.srcze/ was written by Claude

Montefiore, indicating the meaning that
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is all too often applied to it in modem
times:

`It is a grave responsibility this -to

be a Jew; and you can't escape from
it even if you choose to ignore it.
Ethically or .religiously, we Jews can
be and do nothing light-heartedly.
Ten bad Jews may help to damn lys;
ten good Jews may help to save us.
Which minyan will you join?'

Now the mantra of `k'/cz/ );z.srcze/' is

all very well, to a greater or lesser
extent, when it encompasses a sense of
connection with one''s fellow Jews or
even when it denotes a sense of
involvement in the continuum of Jewish
history. But that is not its most common
use. All too frequently `fr '/cz/ };I.srcze/' as

a term and a concept is used by the
insecure as a means of bolstering their
` credentials ' , as if subscribing publicly

to the mantra will make them acceptable
to their adversaries. Or it is used as a
weapon by one side of an argument or
another to stifle debate and to intiniidate
opponents into silence.

You know the sort of thing. An issue
erupts in the Jewish world about which
there are opposing views - aren't there
always? - and one protagonist, be it an
individual or an institution, says to the
other-Ifyoutakethatlineyouthreaten/
damage/undermine
[delete
as

Many non-Orthodox
Jews look on the

Haredin not just with
perplerity but deep
distaste, fonding no
\ mutual resoncunce in
what they each call
Judaism and deeply
rekyenfing the f act that

urirtr;Ortiodony
proclains itself to be the
true guardian Of true
Judaism. As Groucho
Marx mighi`have said:
Who 'd want to belong to

a Judaism that has them
as members?

applicable] `fr'/cz/ );z.srcze/'. Another

common gloss on the `fa'/cz/ )/isr¢e/'
bludgeon is to introduce the `773czfe

)/o773rw fecz 'go)/I.in ' -.`What will the non-

Jews say' - argument. This is often
advanced by those who would appear
to think that Jews live under sufferance
even in England's green and pleasant
landandthatunlesswekeepourmouths
zipped, our opinions unifomi and live
in peace and harmony, we'll get kicked
Out.

How ridiculous and how insulting to
our fellow citizens, as if all the `outside'
world can cope with is a monochrome
view of Jews - and one we know to be
totally false.
For these and other reasons I totally
reject the mantra of `k'Jcz/ );isrcze/' and
see it as what it all too often is - a
cynical weapon used by the enemies of
pluralism to cow their opponents into
submission. Challenge us, they seem to
say, and you throw the whole cohesion
of the Jewish people into doubt and,
even more threatening, challenge us and
you prove yourself to be a bad Jew.
What nonsense. Every honest
student of Jewish history knows that
however much `fr '/cz/ };z.s7icze/' may have

been a pious hope, it has never been a
reality. Jews have always been tribalised
and at odds with each other, at times
the hatreds between factions have been
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so bitter that brutality and inurder have
resulted; at others even in situations of
shared danger groups have refused to
help each other.
Today in Israel and the Diaspora, the
gulf between ultra-Orthodox Jews and
the rest is wide and between the
Haredim and Progressive and secular
Jews it is not so much a gulf as a galaxy
that separates us.
Where there are different mindsets,
different attitudes and a totally different
We/fcz72schcz#7eg, how can there be `one

people'? Many non-Orthodox Jews
look on the Haredim not just with
perplexity but deep distaste, finding no
mutual resonance in what they each call
Judaism and deeply resenting the fact
that ultra-Orthodoxy proclaims itself to
be the true guardian of true Judaism.
As Groucho Marx might have said:
Who 'd want to belong to a Judaism that
has them as members?
Surely it would be much healthier
and more honest to admit openly and
proudly that Jews are as divided as any
other religious group? To do so would
not be to negate the worth of different
sections of the Jewish `world', or to
assert the superiority of one over the
other. It would demonstrate that Jews
are strong enough and confident enough
to live with their own inherent diversity

and to be truthful about their history.
As I whte this I can hear the howls
of protest, the cries of condemnation,
the protestations that `fr '/cz/)/I.sr¢e/' was

a very meaningful concept to Hitler as if we should play any game by his
obscene rules - and the dire warnings
about giving the wrong impression `to
our enemies'. So be it. Those Jews who

quietly or privately think the sane as I
do will tell me quietly or privately; those
who disagree will as likely as not be
those with whom I would disagree on
just about everything anyway, so no
change there.
Besides, rejecting the concept of
`4'/cz/ );I.srcze/' for the manipulative

fallacy that it is does no damage to the
strengths and virtues of much that Jews
do in the name of Judaism, or have done
in the past. Admitting that Jews are still
divided into tribes does not mean that
wecannotanddonottalkto6achother,
even co-operate with each other on
occasion. What it does mean is that no
single group can prevent or try to
intimidate another into doing something
against its will, or refraining from a
course of action. What it does mean is
that if one section of the Jewish
community does something of which
another disapproves, we should be free
to castigate and pillory it and
disassociate ourselves from it totally.
In the context of the State of Israel,
even more important in these troubled
times, it means that no Israeli

govemmentcanaffordtotreatDiaspora
Jewry in a cavalier way or assume that
its actions come with an automatic and
unqualified feecfesfeer -seal of approval

- from abroad.
In my view the concept of `fr'/cz/

j;I.srcze/' is like the guide-wheels that
children have on their bicycles before
they gain their own sense of balance.

There may have been a tin`e when it was
necessary - regardless of whether or not
it equated to reality - and when it was
acceptable to pay it lip service. But the
vast majority of Jews today have surely
found their sense of balance and an
ability to keep themselves upright
without artificial means of support.
After all, one of the best moments
of learning to ride a bicycle was taking
the guide-wheels off and throwing them
away. It is time that well-balanced Jews
did the same with the mantra of `fr'/a/
)/I.srtze/' and never let it pass their lips

again I
RABBI DR cHARLEs I\rmDLEBURGH z.s
Executive Director Of the Union Of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues. This article is written
in a personal rather than a professional capacity and seeks to represent no~one's view but the
author's.
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rejected the belief and replaced it with
vague words about "immortality of the
soul"butneverreallyexploredwhatthat
meant. Well, I aln thirty years older and
the subject, once too easily dismissed,
now seems of more urgent interest. And
it is not just me and my age, or so it
seerus. TNh!en CCDoes the Soul Survive"

arrived, I glanced up on my shelf of
recently acquired books and saw three
books all waiting to be read: "77ze Deczffe

of Death:' . "Matters Of Life and Deathi'
a.nd `Cwrestling with the Angel", p+us

THE SOUL GOES - WHERE?
Andrew Goldstein
Does the Soul Survive? : A Jewish Journey to Beliof in Afterlife, Past Lives
and Living with Purpose by Ral]bi Elie

Kaplan Spitz
ISBN

by

1-58023-094-6;

Jewish

Lights

Published

Publishing,

Woodstock, Vermont; 245 pages;
Hardback price: $21.95

TY YEARS AGO VVIIEN I
was a newly ordained rabbi, I
recall frequent requests to speck
to the local "Baptist Women's Bible
Circle", "Methodist Ladies' Study
Group" and others like them. I no longer
get invited either because such groups
no longer meet in dingy cold halls on
winters' nights, or else because I was
such a blasphemous speaker that the
word went round and I was declared
frez/e by the non-conformist guilds. I
recall that the ultimate question each
right, after I had spent an hour or so
explaining aspects of Judaism, was
always "Oh, it's lovely to hear a rabbi
speak -you are so much like us. When
will you accept Jesus?". The
penultimate question was invariably,
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``What do Jews believe about life after
death?". I suspect I usually answered

flippantly, `Not much" but then went
on to explain: take any rabbinic library;
take any Jewish library and, unlike a
Christian equivalent, you will find few
books on the subject. There are manuals
on how to prepare the body, conduct the
funeral but nothing on Jewish belief
about life after death or, I suppose,
about belief in general.
If I did try to respond seriously way
back then, I would have talked about
the traditional belief in the bodily
resurrection of the dead, a concept I
would have said most Orthodox, who
were meant to believe it, if pushed, had
difficulties about it or were
disbelieving. Progressive Judaism had

two or three others on terminal illness
and healing.
As the average age of death rises, the
fascination with the subject is of
increasing interest, maybe because most
people have longer to think about it,
perhaps because it is part of a new age
of spiritual revival or in some cases
spiritualist revival.
Of the books mentioned above and
the one I am about to review, " Wres}/i.7cg
with The Angel" by la,ck RLe±mer
(Schocken Books, NY, 1995) helped me
the most but then it is mostly about
Jewish practice and experience. There
is only one chapter out of twelve
entitled "Do We Believe in an
Afterlife?" It is a series of short essays
by a variety of Jewish authors, practical
essays of much help to a practising
rabbi, or to somebody just interested in
the subj ect or else helping others at their
time of bereavement. "A4lcz#ers o/£z/c
cz73d Deczffe" by Elliot N Dorff (JPS,

Philadelphia, 1998) is subtitled "zl
Je:wish Approach to Modern Medical
Ef%z.cs" and presents an excellent
discussion of modern problems
concerning medical care, followed by
aspects of death including questions of
cremation, autopsy and organ donation.

"The Death of Death" by Ne3:i

Gilman (Jewish Lights, Woodstock,
1997) is a first-class source book for a
discussion of the various beliefs about

death and life after death as they
developed in Jewish thought. A welldocumented chapter, "Encounter with
Modernity", describes the rejection of
the traditional doctrine of the
resurrection of the dead and the
consequent effect this had on the
development of Reform liturgy. There
is a brief discussion of the modem
Reform and Liberal attitude to
"mechayeh hametim" , the res:urrechon
of the dead and its replacement, like

"772ecfecz);efe %czfro/", who gives life to all,

or altematively the decision to retain
details of the traditional Hebrew but
with a translation that obscures its
original meaning, as in Sz.ddctr I,ev
Chaddash or Forms Of Prayers.
What becomes fascinating is that
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after chronicling various Reform and
Liberal authorities' total rej ection of the
concept of resurrection of the dead, the
author, Neil Gilman, a Conservative
rabbi and Chairman of the Department
of Jewish Philosophy at the
Conservative Jewish Theological
Seminary in NewYork, asserts his belief
in bodily resurrection. He talks of a
need to "reclaim the myths of
resurrection", of physical life after
death and, with it, a "willed naivete.„
not the naivete of the child... rather a
naivete that fully acknowledges the
indispensability of critical thinking but
resistsitsimperialism...itisamefulmix
of nostalgia and sophistication"
That leads me on to "Does Zfee S:oac/
Survive? : A Jewish journey to Beliof in

Afterlife, Past Lives and Living with
P24rpase" by Rabbi Elie Kaplan Spitz.
Like "Deczffe o/Deczffe" it is also

published by Jewish Lights who are
tuning out new books by the score,
many of them on mystical or ``New
Age" Jewish subjects. I will be blunt
and say my first thought is to describe
many of the publications as being very
Ccz/z/or7?z.cz77. Indeed, Rabbi Kaplan

Spitz is another Conservative rabbi,
based in California. I will show further
British prejudice and say that his photo
on the dust jacket fits him into my
stereotype of a Californian cleric. Rabbi
Spitz, in his book, goes a step beyond
Gilman's belief, for Spitz says "I am
more drawn to the possibility of coming
back in a new body, reincarnation, than
returning to my current body,
resurrection. Spitz outlines the Jewish
sources that make such a belief `faosfecr'
and he gives references to Jewish
authorities
on
linked
subjects
throughout the ages. What makes the
book different is the explanation of and I quote chapter headings Telepathy, Near Death Experience, Past
Life Regression, Reincarnation,
Psychic Gifts of Mediums.
Had I been given the book thirty
years ago, my flippancy and cynicism
would have quickly overshadowed any
other reaction. Now, experience has
hopefully given me a more open Hind,
even though I find my inbred cynicism
hard to check. Gilman chronicles a
series of episodes revealed to bin as a
rabbi and repeated by him in sermons,
which elicited many similar tales from
his listeners to add to his collection.
Stories of people 's deaths being known
or felt at that very instant on the other
side of the world; clocks stopping at
precisely the time their owners died in
hospital; dying people seeing revealing
facts about family in distant places they
just could not have known about by
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"explainable" or rational means. I have

had congregants telling me similar
stories. The suni of them cannot easily
be dismissed or explained away as
coincidence or emotion, or the makebelieve of bereaved people. So, is
telepathy real? Can two individuals,
maybe living on different sides of the
world yet united by close family or
friendship ties, in deep sympathy,
convey their thoughts by telepathy at
extra special times? If so, Rabbi Spitz
clains, we have an intimation that the
physical world we know may not be the
only sphere of reality. There exists a
spiritual world beyond the physical.
More "proof" is adduced in the
chapter on "Near Death Experience".
These are descriptions of people who

have suffered traumatic injury and
surviving, recall experience such as this
unconscious, near-to-death woman.
"She spoke of a guide taking her

through a tunnel where she met her
grandfather...Afigureoflightappeared
and asked if she wanted to return to her
mother. Yes, she replied, and then
awoke".
So, chapter by chapter we are led into
exploring the concept of the "soul". The
term itself is discussed and then the
possible meanings in Jewish tradition
of the soul's journey during and after
life. Where does it go after death, is it
reunited in time with its original
companion body, or with another body?
I could not make out if Spitz believes
Jewish souls return only to Jewish
bodies. At least they seem to return to
human beings, not domestic aninals.
Are Jews allowed to visit
"mediums"? The answer is "no". But
I.# exfremz.s even King Saul resorted to

the Witch of Endor who gave him a
message that, in fact, tuned out not to
be too helpful. Do mediums prove
anything about a life on the spiritual
plane? Are they charlatans or can they
really communicate with the dead?
Does resort to them help the bereaved
or hinder their grieving and adjustment
process? These are real questions
introduced by Spitz but he gives no real
answers. Can there be answers to such

questions, to such subjects?
Reincarnation,
out
of body
experiences .... Thirty years ago I would
have easily dismissed such thoughts as
Californian 772eLs%wgas, not the stuff of

authentic Jewish teachings. Indeed
much of what I read in this book led
my )/e/zer, my inclination to cynicism,
to overcome my inclination to openmindedness. Yet I am thirty years older
and, if not wiser, a little more
experienced both in congregational

stories and my our life.

My mother died of emphysema. For
years and months and then weeks her
breathing grew ever more laboured. The
last weekend of her life she came to
London and spent a wonderful winter

holiday with me and my finily and my
brother and his family. We looked
through slides and photographs. It was
a very happy time of reminiscence. I
then drove her home to Birmingham. It
was icy and foggy and she kept urging
me not to linger but to return home. My
older brother was there with his family.
Again it seemed natural to talk of the

good times. At last I succumbed to her
entreaty to return home before darkness
fell and I kissed her goodbye. My
parents lived in a large Victorian house
and, as I was getting into my car, my
mother was at the front door telling me
to drive carefully. For months there was
no way she could have walked so
swiftly to the door without her oxygen
cylinder. There she was, calm, not
breathless, smiling, but telling me to
drive safely. She was saying her
goodbye. She had seen all the falnily
and she died a couple of days later. I
would like to think she died content and
that she knew it was the last time she
would see me. I have rational
explanations as to how she, like many
soon-to-die people, rallied and so leave
the world and those left behind with
final pleasant memories. But I prefer the
romantic notion that suggests that the
scientific physical world is not all there
is to existence.

I do not think any of the books really
changed my own view of life after
death. I camot accept resuITection and
definitely not reincarnation.
But I have always believed that there
is some spiritual life beyond the grave,
that this earthly existence is not our only
existence. Neither logic nor the details
of the belief concern me. I will admit it
is indeed a childish naivete but I find it
comforting. If I am proved right, I hope
it will then turn out very well and that I
am as content after life on earth as I have

been during it. If I am proved wrong
and I should have listened all along to
the voices of my lecturers at my first
scientific degree course, who mocked
my religious faith, then no matter. There
will be nobody to laugh in my face at
my naivete. And the belief, briefly, will
have comforted and sustained me as the
days go by and I get nearer to death long may such occurence be delayed.
RABBI DR ANDREW GOLDSTEIN feas
been rabbi of Northwood and Pinner Liberal
Synagogue for over 30 years. He is co-editor Of
the new ULPS Machzor and is consultant rabbi
to Progressive communities in the Czech and
Slovak Republics.
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proved to be a very precious

The weekend
last weekend
indeed. We
of as
January
a nation

W[ HAVE BARELY BEGllN
Margaret Shepherd

marked, for the first time, a day in
memory of the Shoah. I hope it will
prove to be a turning point for all our
communities, both religious and
secular. We should not remain
untouched by it.
Our primary focus was, quite
properly, the Jewish tragedy but we
were conscious also of the other
tragedies of the 20th century, be they in
Kosovo, Bosnia, Amenia, Cambodia,
Rwanda - and elsewhere. We have
looked back with shame and heartbreak,
for it was truly a century of genocide.
On the moming of Friday, January
26th, I was at the Imperial War
Museum. With me were the Chief
Rabbi, the Archbishop of Canterbury
and all their fellow Presidents of the
Council of christians and Jews. Joining
us was a group of 6th forlners from
three different schools, including the
King Solomon High School. All the
students had either visited Auschwitz
or had made the Shoah a special area of
study. With us too, most precious of allg

In January's issue of MANNA, published just bofore Britain's
first Holocaust Memorial Day, we published tluree short views on
the wisdom of marking the 27th January 2001 as Holocctust
Memorial Day.
The debate now moves on.

In the first Of two articles, Sister Margarct Sheplierd, Director of
the Council of Cltristians and Jews, develops the sermon that she
gave in St. Jude on the Hill, north west London on Holocaust
Memorial Day. In the second article, Rabbi Waiter Rothschild
from Berlin reflects on the 27th January in Europe, paticularly
in Germany and Poland.
In the ne)ct i,ssue Of MANNA in July we hope to examine how the
first Holocaust Memorial Day was experienced in Britain and the
issues that arise for future years.

Photo courtesy of The Observer
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were survivors from the Shoah and the
other genocides of the 20th century.
Together we visited the new Holocaust
Exhibition, the young people acting as
guides and educators, showing how well
they had grasped and understood this
terrible history and its significance for
us all. Afterwards we had time to reflect
on what we had experienced together
and to listen to the personal testimonies
of the survivors. The span of their ages
was noticeable, from those now in their
70s, survivors of the Shoah, like Roman
Halter, Eva Schloss, Ben Helfgott,
Freddie Knoller and Daniel Faulkner to PieITe now barely 30, the only one
of his family to survive the Rwandan
genocide - to Zaim, still in his teens,
still locked into his trauma after
witnessing the horrors of Kosovo. Mrs.
Dana Tep had somehow survived the
killing fields of Cambodia: small in
stature, immensely dignified and full of
gratitude that anyone would want to

t#e:es#_¥St:=8;:°:t:rydto°f`isot:s?
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Birkenau was
beyond the linits

Of my ryind - and
it shattered my
pain and persecution.
That weekend was all about
remembering these genocides and
asking ourselves how we can learn from
them for the future of humanity itself.
For remembering leads to reparation,
healing and the possibility of
overcoming the past.
Healing, reconciliation, reaching out
to one another in understanding and
deep respect - this .is the task for
Christians and Jews and the work in
which the Council of Christians and
Jews, born in 1942, at the peak of the
Jewish trauma of World War 11, is
engaged. It is my privilege to be very
deeply involved in this work, with all
its pain and sometimes its moments of
joy. The Shoah poses starkly the
question of the relationship of
Christianity to Judaism, for the

attempted extemination of the Jewish
people under Nazism had its roots in
centuries of Christian abuse and

persecution of Jews in the name of Jesus
the Jew.
Christian vilification of Judaism has
reflected, in part, the way human groups
so often project outwards the inner evil
of which they are afraid. They focus on
an "enemy" as the perceived
embodiment of all that they see as evil.
But there is also an important
theological issue for Christians to face.
That is the challenge for us to recognise,
without reservation, that Judaism
continues to be a divinely willed way
of salvation: God's choice of this people
as His own is undeniable and
irrevocable.

Until recently, Christians have been
reluctant to acknowledge this,

preferring to think of Judaism simply
as an anticipation or preparation for
God's action through Jesus. The lives
of faithful, loving witness to God's
covenant as exemplified by the Jewish
community bave gone unrecognised.
The false teaching known as
"supercessionism"
has
marred
Christianity's relation with Judaism for
centuries. It angers me that Judaism is
still considered as either incomplete or
deficient by some Christians. Yet in
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soul. It was vast,
stretching as f;ar as
the eye could see.
It was eerie; silent
and ururelteved by
birdsong. I fielt

nunbed, chilled to
the core Of ray
being. A place Of
contradictions:

apparently
peacef ul but
offdring no peace;
surrounded by

beautiful,
whispering birch
trees but under
them, I knew, had
sat mothers and
children owalting
their turn to enter
the gas cho[mbers

Paul's letter to the Romans, where he
wrestles with the "mystery" of Israel,
he significantly uses the present tense
when he writes: "to them belong the
sonship, the glory, the covenant, the
giving of the law, the worship and the
promises; to them belong the patriarchs
and of their race, according to the flesh,
is the Christ. God who is over all be
blessed for ever." Christians have yet
to take the inevocable nature of God's
covenant with the Jewish people
seriously and ponder its implications for
Christian theology.
Although education about the Shoah
is a central concern of The Council of
Christians and Jews, it was only with
much hesitation and apprehension that
I decided to organise a visit to the camps
in Poland. My intention was simply to
give members of the CCJ an
opportunity, at the end of the last painfilled century, to take what I anticipated
would prove to be a painful yet
necessaryjourney. I was asked to write
about our experience and the questions
it posed for me as a Christian as a
contribution to a book being compiled
on the relationship between the Shoah
and the Christian world. What follows
is taken from what I wrote.
"So in October 1999, I set out with

27 Jews and Christians, of very different
ages, backgrounds, life experiences and expectations. That Jews and
Christians were making such a journey
together was both unusual and special,
affecting all that we saw, heard,
experienced together. In the space of
five intense days, we visited Maj danek;
the labour camp at Plashow and
Schindler's factory; AuschwitzBirkenau; the Warsaw Ghetto; and
Treblinka.
"It was hard for us all, especially on

the first day, facing Majdanek in the
gathering gloom of dusk with flocks of
black crows flying overhead, just hours
after landing in Poland. I reflected that
the shock of finding ourselves there, so
suddenly, was nothing to the trauma of
those who had been unceremoniously
forcedtheretoperishintheirthousands.
Continued on next page
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Despite the fears which I heard many express

I said that I was reminded of the words
of the Protestant theologian Karl Barth,

who said - and I paraphrase - "We

beforehand, I feel that the event could not have
been more sensitively or movingly marked,
whether it was the major, televised occasion on
the evening Of Januctry 27th at Tmestminster

Certral Hall, or what took place in a tiny
church in a remote corner Of the countryside
We stood in front of the trenches where
thousands had been shot in one day; we
stood inside the gas chamber; we saw
the crematorium. Silently, with
disbelief, we stood in front of the huge
mound of the ashes of the dead.
"And right beside Majdanek runs the
main road into Lublin; as if this is
normality. The buildings and the
watchtowers encircling the camp
seemed recently built, a mundane part
of today's reality. ``What is reality?" I
asked myself. How could this place
have become a reality, accepted by the
Christians of Lublin on whose outskirts
it was built? Where did I, a Christian,
fit into all this? What was it saying to
me?
"Birkenau was beyond the limits of

my mind - and it shattered my soul. It
was vast, stretching as far as the eye
could see. It was eerie; silent and
unrelieved by birdsong. I felt numbed,
chilled to the core of my being. A place
of contradictions: apparently peaceful

but offering no peace; surrounded by
beautiful, whispering birch trees but
under them, I knew, had sat mothers and
children awaiting their turn to enter the
gas chambers. We prayed that day
beside a tranquil lake which some call
the most sacred place in Birkenau. Its
beauty was cruelly deceptive, for it
contained the ashes of those who had
been murdered there.
"I had been to Treblinka before but
this time was very conscious of the fact
that one of the Jews in the group had
escaped from Warsaw in 1939 on the
Kindertransport, leaving behind his
parents and his little sister. All had
perished in Treblinka and this was the
first time he had been able to go there
to honour their memory. It was a
privilege to be with him and his wife
onthisverypersonaljoumey.Itbrought
home forcefully to me the pain of each
one of those who had suffered in every
possible way during those dreadful
years - and those who go on suffering
16

today. It doesn't stop. It isn't finished. It
cannot be consigned to history. I stood

with him that day, silent again, not
daring to touch his pain with my words.
"As we remembered the palm of the
past and tried to come to terms with it
on our journey to Poland, I hoped we
might find cause for hope for the future.
The healing of memories in order to find
a way forward is part of the building of
trust, mutual respect and real friendship.
Only in tbis way can our Jewish
brothers and sisters come to believe that
things have changed between us and our
fellow Christians understand how
radical is this changed relationship, so
that together we can move forward in
b\ape." (The Holocaust and the
Christian Wlorld - Edited by Carol
RIttner, Stephen Smith, Irena Steinfeldt;
Kuperad, 2000.)

On the morning of Sunday, January
28th, I was privileged to be part of the
Morning Worship which was broadcast
live from the church of St Jude on the
Hill, Hampstead Garden Suburb. With
me were CCJ colleagues and friends Bishop Richard Harries, Rabbi Tony
Bayfield, Fr. Alan Walker. Bishop
Richard's words were powerful and
challenging, especially to any Christian
listeners, as he spoke of the Christian
Church's long history of anti-Semitism
and contempt, which prepared the soil
in which the terrible ideology of Nazism
flourished. The beauty and poignancy
of the singing of the Zemel Choir
accompanied by the Bochmann Quartet
surounded us.
I had been invited to stay on and
preach during the service later that
moming. I was conscious that it was a
special service taking place within the
annual week of prayer for Christian
unity. We Christians do strive to seek
all that unites us and struggle with all
that still divides us. Much of what
appears in this article was contained in
that address. As there were Christians
present from all our different traditions,

Christians have come a long way in
reaching out towards each other but we
must never forget that we find our main
source of unity in our relationship to
Judaism." I spoke of how we are indeed
now fostering a new relationship with
Judaism and have put the essential
building blocks in place. But I believe
- and I said so - that we have barely
begun this delicate task.
I ended my address with words
written by a dear friend of mine, Rabbi
Albert Friedlander, who was a child in
Berlin at the time of Kristallnacht, when
he watched his synagogue go up in
flames:
The Divine countenance is etched
with the suffering Of all humanity and
it has become our task to stroke those
li,nes gently so that the face of God
after Ausclowitz may become soft and
smooth once more, perhaps with
some laugh lines where there is now
a grimace Of pain. That lies in the
future. For now, there is no way to
rejoice when God suffers in all Of us.
All we can say is that we feel the
comf;ort Of lmowing that we are not
alone.

Reports are still reaching us from all
over the country of the countless events
and services which were arranged to
mark our first national Holocaust Day,
whether in schools, colleges, university
campuses, churches, synagogues or
town halls. Despite the fears which I
heard many express beforehand, I feel
that the event could not have been more
sensitively or movingly mark, whether
it was the major, televised occasion on
the evening of January 27th at
Westminster Central Hall, or what took
place in a tiny church in a remote comer
of the countryside. This Memorial Day
has been taken to the nation's heart.
Different and distinct from the private
grief of the Jewish community itself on
Yom Hashoah, it is a timely and
necessary reminder to us all of what it
means to be part of humanity itself. As
Rabbi Hugo Gryn, of blessed memory,
survivor of Auschwitz, so urgently said
(Cfeczsz.7tg Sfeczdows by Hugo Gryn, with

Naomi Gryn; Viking 2000.)

"Time is short and the task is

urgent. Evil is real` So is good. There
is a choice. And we are not so much
chosen as choosers. Life i.s holy. All
life. Mine and yours. And that Of those

who came bef;ore us and the life of

those after us." I
SR MARGARET SHEPHERD I.a a Sz.£7fer o/
Sion. A graduate Of Leo Baeck College, she is
Director Of The Council of Chistic[:ns and Jews
in Britain.
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Centre for Jewish-Christian Relations

Offers an
MA degree in Jewish-Christian Relations
in Cambridge
The programme is intended to deepen the knowlege and
awareness of students who already possess some background
in theology, Jewish studies, or a related field or who have
equivalent experience.
The accessible and challenging programme includes:
•
Jewish and christian Responses to the Holocaust
•
Jewish-Christian Relations in Europe in the 20th century
•
Jewish and christian Biblical Interpretation

Research Mphil and PhD degrees also available.

> Next entry points: February & September 2001
> Students of all ages and backgrounds welcomed.
> Some scholarships available.
> The MA is also available by distance leaning.
For further information, please contact:
Director of Studies, Centre for Jewish-Christian Relations

Wesley House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge C85 8BJ
Telephone: 01223 741048/49 E-mall: mjw48@cam.ac.uk

Website: www.cjcr.org.uk

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne
in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & C0

Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects

4LFtls
Sealant products for movement joints,
weather protection, fire sealing, glazing and
flashing applications throughout the

Al fas Group of Companies
Bentall Business Park,

Cha[riered Accouutotnls and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313

FAcslmE: o2o 758o 2179
EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA Graham Kinch
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Telephone: +44 (0)191419 0505
Fax: +44 (0)191419 2200
E-mail: sales@alfas.com
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Grahams' performance.
We offer the finest audio and visual technology,
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with intelligent, informed and friendly staff. Our listening

rooms are air-conditioned and we have our own car park.

Most of our customers come back many times,
sometimes to add to their equipment, sometimes just for a
good music recommendation and a chat.

They value the service that we offer. We value them.
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INSTALLATION
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phone 020 7226 5500

Grahams Hi-Fi, Canonbury Yard,190a New North Boad, London Nl 7SB Tel: 020 7226 5500 Fax: 020 7359 7620
Email:enq@grahams.co.uk http://www.grahams.co.uk
Grahams Hi-Fi is a member of BADA and CEDIA
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ivl%rwlNIA
This issue's IJIANNA essay takes an
unusual forTrL

The World Union fior Progressive
Judaism is the umbrella organisedon for
more than 1.5mtllion Jews and nearly
1500 synagogues all over the world.
Britain is unique in being the only
coutry to I.awe two consti:fuents Of the
World Union, the Roform Synagogues of
Great Britain and the Union Of Liberal
and Progressive Synagogues. Marty
people ask wky Britain needs two
Progressive Moveirieri:ts and what the
distinction is between them, partieularly

as they share the Leo Baeck College c"l
graduates Of the College move between
the two Movements. The caswer has

something to do with history and the
history Of the two Movemer[ts but it is
clearly al)out more than that.
We asked Rabbi Jeffiey Ne:winan,
recently retired as Rabbi of Finchley
Roform Synagogue and now consultarit
to the RSGB Assembly Of Rabbis, if he
would interview flour rabbis, two Liberal,
two Roforln and try; to uncover where the
real differences lie.

The MANNA essay therofbre takes the
form Of an interview. Tl.e f;our rabbis are
Rabbi Steven Katz, Of Hendon Roforln
Synagogue arsGB), Rabbi Dan:ny Rieh,
Of Kingston Progressive Synagogue and
a farmer chair Of the ULPS Rabbinic
Corference, Rabbi Elatna Rotlunan Of
Cardiff New Synagogue arsGB) and
Rabbi Syb{l Sheridan, Of Thames Valley
Progressive Jewish Community, Reading
quLPS).

ESSAY

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE?
start.by asking why each is a
Liberal orNEWMAN:
Reform rabbi and
then
JEFFREY
LET'S
what seem to be the critical issues
between the Movements.
STEVEN KATZ: For me, the
emphasis has always been on the noun
rather than the adjective. I consider
myself to be part of the Jewish world
as a whole and although I work for a
Reform congregation, my loyalty, my
love is to frJcrJ );I.srczeJ, to the entire

Jewish people. The only issue that
causes me concern with the Liberal
Movement is its patrilineal line, its
assertion that the line of Jewish descent
maybetracedthroughthefatheraswe11
as the mother. That is a thoroughly
decent approach to take but may bring
heartache to future generations.
ELAINA ROTHMAN: I always
wanted to work with a provincial
congregation, because for me being a
rabbi was about serving all the Jewish
people. In provincial communities,
there's huge scope because there's
nowhere else for people to go, you're
the only show in town and when I'm
teaching,Idon'tteachReformJudaism,
I teach Judaism. For me, too, the issue
of patrilineality was perhaps the
sticking point between being a Reform
or a Liberal rabbi and, though
personally I'm not clear that I'm yet
post-halakhic (prepared to move
beyond the traditional legal stance on

status matters), I have an enormous
amount of sympathy for patrilineality
and, as far as I am concerned, the Jewish
people will decide.
DANNY RICH: I'm clear why I'm
a Liberal rabbi, because Ijust love it. It
motivates me, gives me everything that
I need in my life. I came from a family
that had been involved with the Liberal
Movement in a very ideological way.
Although I do accept that we serve
everybody, if I'm very honest I know I
have an ideological bent to the way that
1amarabbi,withparicularapproaches
and prejudices, and with the strengths
andwealmesses thatthis brings. G

.

SYBIL SHERIDAN: I grew up in
Manchester Reform, though some of
myfamilywerelong-standingmembers
of the Liberal Jewish Synagogue. So,
when I became a rabbi I assumed I
would serve a Reform congregation.
But now, though I can see myself
serving a Reform synagogue in the
future, I am astonished to find myself
thinking that I could not in fact be
anything other than a Liberal Jew. I am
surprised, for example, at the concern
about patrilineality, because my
understanding of Reform Judaism is
that it practises patrilineality, even if it
does not preach it. And I think that
perhaps is one of the major differences,
rather than the issue of patrilineality
itself. Also, for myself, I do feel as a
woman I cannot present myself simply

as a Jew, because I'm a woman and I
very often need to establish that I'm not
a secretary, but a rabbi, and therefore
obviously a Progressive rabbi.
ELAINAROTHMAN:Ijustwantto
make two observations. The first was,
as Danny started talking, he leant
forward and talked about enthusiasm
and that's just what I feel. Secondly,
what was striking is that both Sybil and
Danny had a strong ideological
position, which I enjoy and I'm not sure
that Reform rabbis have as strong an

to us for the sake of frJczJ )/I.s'rcze/.

JEFFREY NEWMAN: That's really
helpful and leads to a question. Do you
feel here that we are all part of a
continuum, or is it helpful that there's
actuallyadistinctiveLiberalMovement
and a Reform Movement (and also
Masorti and Orthodox)?
DANNY RICH: For myself, I am
interested in what the Reform
Movement believes and does; I'm not
interested in what Orthodoxy believes
and does. Which means I do feel an

to an Orthodox Jewish camp for the
same reason that Leo Baeck College
invited me to go to South London
Liberal Jewish Synagogue as a student.
But, though we're speaking about
ideology; the main contact of the Jew
with Judaism is likely to be through the
doors of the synagogue and the
synagogue service. And I believe that
the difference between Liberal and
Reform (if I can put it this way) is in
the melody rather than words. If I open
a Liberal Sz.ddt/7', there is s%e77gcz,

ideological position.

DANNY RICH: I think it may be
partly because you've got two people
herewhowerebroughtupintheLiberal
Movement. There was always this view
that we were a slightly embattled, small

minority-butprincipled,whateverthat
meant. I hadn't been into a Reform
synagogue, or an Orthodox synagogue,
till I was at university. I'd never seen a
Bar Mitzvah in the whole of the family
till I was at university. h a sense what
shaped me was the fact mine was a
fairly tight and narrow definition of
what real Judaism should be about.
STEVENKATZ:Inasensemybirth
into Judaism is similar to Danny's,
having been born into a Refom Jewish
home, obviously, as my father was the
rabbi. It was in my adolescence that I
first felt I was part of an embattled
community, in that the majority were
Orthodox youngsters. But in my
rabbinate, I come back to the ideology
of Judaism, its concepts and values,
which are endorsed of course by
Reform and Liberal Judaism. So, I agree
very much with Elaina that ideology is

not something that Reform really
worries about. I am completely happy
being a Reform Jew, I have no
reservations whatsoever.
SYBIL SHERIDAN: I'd agree with
that but I'd like to return to the issue of
frJcz/ );z.s'rcze/. My experience I think is

probably quite similar to Darmy's. In
my upbringing, Orthodoxy was almost
a term of abuse, synonymous with
`popery'. It was a corrupt form of

Judaism and, if anything, we should
have perhaps a fair bit of sympathy for
thoseOrthodoxJewswhowereignorant
of the opportunities that there were in
Judaism. So that, from my perspective
this notion of faJczJ);isrtzeJ doesn't really

exist, it's more an attempt to say that
there is an ideology to which we should
all aspire, some hope of trying to get
closer to Orthodoxy, a sort of fudging
of the issues which I hold dear as my
principles It never seems to be the other
way round, that the Orthodox may
consider some `fudging', to come closer

VIell I'm very happy to have pluralism in the
Progressive Movenent. It's probably healthy f;or
us to have these two shghily differehi Movemehis,
with stighily diffdrent `feels ' about them, provided
we don't use the diffdrences in a negative way but

appreciate them with good will
affinity and a continuum here. When I
was growing up, Orthodoxy was also
not mentioned in my family, it just
wasn't relevant. There is clearly an
ideologicaldivide,betweenProgressive
Judaism in a wider sense and traditional
Judaism.
ELAINA ROTIIMAN: I agree with
you about the continuum; and in fact
when I'm talking about Judaism, I tend
to say, `you know, there's a whole range
of Jewish people and where you are is
where you are ideologically'. The
trouble is, in a small community maybe
there isn't the choice of how you
express that. I suppose my view of the
Jewish people is that you should be
knowledgeable and comfortable about
where you are as an individual and the
better educated you are, the better it is
but that there is no sense of being better
or worse than any other particular
person, because then you're not
conifortable with where you are.
DANNY RICH: My continuum isn't
quite so wide. It may be because of my
experience of being in a minority that
was told that it wasn't Jewish. I'm just
remembering being sent to a summer
camp once - why my parents chose an
Orthodox summer camp I do not know
to this day - and I was told I wasn't
Jewish. And I probably wasn't by their
terms. It's coming back to me as we're
talking, that maybe that is one of my
experiences that actually moulds me
and makes me antagonistic.
STEVEN KATZ: I'm smiling
because maybe your parents sent you

amidah, k'riat Torah. There will be a,
different mood; perhaps there may be a
greater emphasis on English but it's
more the melody; the essence, the
words are basically the same.
DANNY RICH: But there is
ideology involved there. When I read a
Reform book that isn't universal, it
jumps at me out of the page. For
example, at the end of the cz7#z.c7cJ%, the

Reform Service linits the prayer to `the
peace of Israel' (where as the Liberal
liturgy adds `and for the whole world')
though1don'tbelievethatRefomiJews
don't want pray for the peace of the'
world.
SYBEL SHERIDAN: When you talk
about words, and the melody, I think
that's precisely the issue. My husband,
Rabbi Jonathan Romain, has a Reform
community in Maidenhead and mine is
the closest Liberal community. We are
in direct conflict, as it were. People
looking for a synagogue usually look
at both. The way we present the service
is completely different and it's not just
the literal differences of language that
I mean. Whereas Maidenhead Reform
sings along to almost everything, we
read a great deal in English and people
have to think what they are saying. The
majority of people will go to both but
then opt for Maidenhead Reform
because it's more familiar, more like the
Orthodoxsynagoguetheyusedtoknow.
The few who opt for Thames Valley
Liberal, do so because they care about
what we say. For example, there's the
very obvious difference that we are

inclusive of the matriarchs and the
language is not gender-specific.
Universality is also an issue. When
people come to our Synagogue, what
we are saying is important, as opposed
to a sort of prayer mantra.
STEVEN KATZ: Yes, I think the
issue you raise about matriarchs and so
on is that each Movement's sz.ddcfr
leapfrogs the other as the Movements
try and keep pace with the Zez.£geisf as
it were. h my congregation there is a
clear wish to have most of the service,
maybe 85%, in Hebrew. I'm totally in
harmony with that, because I get great
joy and strength and faith from praying
thewordsandprayersastheyhavebeen
prayed verbatim within the family for
generations. I can't say of any prayer
in our s'z.c7d#r that I have a theological

problem with it. We shouldn't
exaggerate these differences, because
the essence of Judaism is one that we
all share.

JEFFREY NEWMAN: It would be
worth going back to that patrilineality
question, because it seemed to be a
critical issue and I don't know whether
it is so or not.

STEVEN KATZ:
Sybil
is
completely right in pointing out a

certain hypocrisy within the Refom
Movement. h theory we don't buy into
patrilineality, we stick with the
traditional definition of the Jew
following the mother, the matriarchal
line. Yet, our Beit Din is more than
happy to give Jewish status to
youngsters whose mother is not Jewish
but whose non-Jewish mother and
Jewish father are willing to raise their
childrenasJewish.Ihaveabigproblem
with that, because, although it's done
with the best of intentions, I'm
desperatelyworriedthattheyoungsters
may experience heartache later on in
life, when they fall in love and wish to
marryinasynagogue.Now1don'thave
personal difficulties in accepting the
patrilineal line. If I was in the United
States, where only some eight per cent
of the Jewish community belong to an
Orthodox synagogue and there is much
less chance of rejection, then I might
feeldifferently.Ijustworryha.vingseen
the consequences later on in life.
SYBIL SIERIDAN: Is there any
difference really between the rejection
andheartacheofapersonwhohasbeen
convertedbyaReformBeitDinandthat
of a child of a mother who has no
Orthodox gez [document of divorce.
According to Orthodoxy, if a woman is
not divorced with a proper gef, any
subsequent marriage is considered
adulterous and a child born in such

circumstances

is

considered

a

`77€czmze7'', i.e. illegitimate] but a

document issued by the Reform Beit
Din and the child later finds that is
unacceptable to Orthodoxy?
STEVEN KATZ: I think there is.
Theremaybeheartachethere,also,yes.
But with regard to the gef, I think every
Reform colleague, in a case like that
would say, look, please first go to the
Orthodox Beth Din H)army nods] and
only come back to us in the event of
yourex-husbandnotgrantingyouage£,
because we realise the heartache that
may lie in wait. With regard to adult
conversion, some of the difficulties that
may lie in wait vis-a-vis the Orthodox
section of the community and for any
children are clearly stated. But at least
we're tal]dng here to adults.
SYBIL SHERIDAN: In the case of
a patrilineal child, you're doing exactly
the same thing, you're talking to dads
who wish to bring up their child as
Jewish and pointing out the difficulties
that that child may face, which are then
no different from the children of
converts. But it is their children who
may face problems, not necessarily the
converts themselves. So I'm still not
sure whether there is actually a
difference.
ELAII`IA ROTIIMAN [smiling]: I
suddenly see the Liberal Movement
growing up and slipping clear. I mean,
I have this vision of a floating pier
whichisclearlyidentifiedasJewishand
the Liberal Movement will argue about
whether or not a child of a Jewish father
is Jewish but it actually doesn't really
mind any more. It is as if it were saying
`We are a Movement and not only that
butwe'realignedtowhatisincreasingly
seen as the biggest Progressive
Movement in North America, which is
Reform rather than Conservative'. It
seems to me that we, the British
Reform, are still muddling around in a
big muddy pond but I saw the Liberal
Movement saying, `Good bye, we know
where we're going, we know who we
are and what we are'.
DANNY RICH: I think that's quite
an accurate picture. When I listened
verycarefullytowhatStevensaid,Istill
don't understand it, honestly and
truthfully.
ELAINA ROTHMAN: I do, it's
tradition...

STEVEN KATZ: That's only one
aspect...

DANNY RICH: No, I mean I just
don't understand, because what you're
trying to do, which is a positive thing,
is to avoid heartbreak and, when we
bring up our children, we bring them

up in particular ways for the best and
you inevitably can't cover them for
every situa.tion.

STEVEN KATZ: Sure. I mean I
must stress that that's only one aspect
of my reluctance to go along with it.
The other one is that I find it
exceedingly difficult where two
different vibes may be coming to the
child. Yesterday I had a discussion with
some of our fifteen-year-olds in a class
and one youngster, in all honesty, said
to me, `Rabbi, on Christmas Day, how
can it be that you don't do anything at
all? How come there is no Christmas
lunch? I mean you tell us that there is
no Christmas lunch, no Christmas tree,
no Christmas presents.' And he was
utterly taken aback when I confirmed
that.Veryofteninahouseholdwithtwo
Jewish parents, the indifference and
apathy of one parent alone may colour
and shape that child's attitude so that it

forms a negative attitude towards
Judaism and I worry that in a mixed
faith household, where there may be
two positive religious influences
perhaps but there are conflicting
religious influences...

SYBIL SHERIDAN: But ...the
notion of patrilineality is that both
parents have made a positive decision
to bring up the child as Jewish. What
you are presenting is a picture where
there is conflict over the religious
influences. The way it works in the
Liberal Movement, the child isn't
automatically considered Jewish at
birth; it is, CZJ fe73¢z., that is, on condition

- it is the education, upbringing and
identity of the child which defines its
status. So it really requires that couple
to make the decisions that, despite the
woman's personal belief, the child will
be taken to synagogue or to feeder and
will be involved in the festivals.„ It's a
verydifferentf:inilialpicturetotheone
that you're painting.

ELAINA ROTHMAN: I think in
fact, both Movements are doing exactly
the same; the only thing is, we're
formalising it differently. Our stamps
of approval are different. Your stamp is
Barreat Mitzval or Confirmation; our
stamp is an appearance at the Beit Din,
and that the mother should know how
to raise a Jewish child. What I am
desperately aware of is the huge
increase in the number of mixed-faith
families where a decision isn't made
about anything at all. I actually wanted
to ask us a different question. What,
setting aside practice, ritual, Hebrew,
prayer books, what is the theological
difference b etween Lib Oral Judaism and
Refomi Judalsm? Between Refomi and

Orthodox, .I can tell you what it is...
SYBIL SIRERIDAN: I'm not sure. I
mean, something I would like to explore

a synagogue, the assumption is that we

is the part of feczJczfrfeczfe because I get

positionandmovingon,that'snotwhat
you're doing. You're out of a halakhic
position. You may be trying to move
back into it but I don't think...
STEVEN KATZ: But are we talking

lnixed messages in temis of the Refomi
Movement. Some say Reform is
moving on from /3czJcz4%czfe beyond it;

others that Reform is not a halakhic
Movement. Which is it? Within Liberal
Judaism, it's clear - most would say,
`It is not a halakhic Movement.' Where
does Reform stand vis-a-vis %czJczfafecr¢.

STEVEN KATZ: Just one last
comment, before that, on the question
ofconversionofyoungstersthroughthe
patrilineal line. A big difference is that
we do require the non-Jewish mother
to engage in a course in Judaism for a
minimuni of a year to fifteen months,
so that at least both parents have some
haowledge of Judaism.
DANNY RICH: But Reform doesn't
have that requirement with children of
Jewish mothers. That's what I can't
understand: I am sympathetic to the
Reform demand, if you want to have
your child identify, the second parent
should make some commitment, like
people who are in a mixed marriage.
When they come to us for some
ceremony, they undergo a course in
Judaism with me first. What I don't
understand, is why different standards
apply these days to a woman and to a
man. That's the dilemma for me.
STEVEN KATZ: Right. It's an
anomaly that, to be fair, we should
address. I agree totally. In response to
Sybil and, is the Refom Movement a
halakhic Movement, clearly it's not the
%czJczfr¢czfe of the rabbis of the Talmud,

of Rambam, of Cato. I would say that
we're developing our own feczJcz#feczfe

guided by the traditional interpretation
of feczJczk7!cz%. There is a growing

movement in that direction at the
synagoguelevel,intermsofhas7}r#fbut
whose frc!sferztf? Is it the kczsfe7~#£ of
}cz7zcz#fe, of JczJ77€#cZ? Or is it coloured by

the rabbi and congregation's own
interpretation? I would define Reform
Judaism not as a halakhic Movement
but one nevertheless that, at a rabbinical
level, if it is going to reject fecrJczfrfeczfe,

hopefully it's a reasoned rejection and
fe¢J¢fafecz%

is

innocent,

relevant,

worthwhile until proven otherwise.
SYBIL SHERIDAN: With all due
respect, I don't think that's what
happens at all. That may be the position
of Masorti, I'm not a hundred per cent
sure, but the history of Refom in this
country has not been halakhic and my
sense is that it's far away from any real
halakhic position. For example, most
peopledonotliveroundthecomerfroin

all drive, so you're already mefeczJeJ
Sfeczz7bczz. Going from a halakhic

about the individual and 72czJcz#7zczfe, or

the synagogue or the Movement?
SYBIL SHERIDAN: Well, that's a
big question. Synagogally, it may be
possible but I'm not sure. How many
synagoguesuseaI'AsystemonShabbat
or an organ? If you take that route, then
you're actually breaking off from all
those points at which Refom started.
ELAINA
ROTHMAN:
The
authoritywithintheMasortiMovement
is vested in the rabbinic body, so the
rabbinic body, being I suppose almost
modem Orthodox, what they do is, they
progress halakhah. Wlien you move
into Reform you are vesting the
authority to make decisions in the
educated Reform Jew; the 77zz.fa;of ai`e

binding, except when the individual
Reform Jew makes an informed
decision and decides what to "throw
overboard" or keep. There were certain
ones we all agree we were going to
"throw overboard", such as men being
superiortowomen,thatwasquiteclear.
Butsadly1seetoday'sReformJudaisin
as the "catch-all" between Masorti and
Liberal. Liberal Judaism is quite clear
about who and what they are and the
Orthodox think they're clear as well;
Reformendsupbeingthehomeofthose
of us in between. For example, we keep
touchingonthingssuchaspatrilineality
in an attempt to define the theology;
whereas there should be a clear Reform
theology. Increasingly as I see it, the
Reform position is `if it feels OK, it's
fine' and that's not my position. I don't
think `1 feel this is OK' is a good
defining measure, because I might feel
one thing and my friend might feel
something else.
JEFFREY NEWMAN: Sadly, that's
an intriguing place to have to stop. But,
overall,whatnowareyourconclusious?

ELAINA ROTHMAN: I think I
would like to see an honest and open
debate between the two Movements,
because we're actually not really two
Movements, we're a group of Jews who
arequiteclearthatthey'renotOrthodox
or Masorti and I think that there are
many, many Jews who would welcome
and be drawn into an honest debate. I
actually feel that, long term, there has
to be a realignment but it's difficult,
becausewearedeterminedbywherewe
live and where our nearest synagogue

is and where our parents are buried and
where our friends go and this sort of
thing. But I would like to see in the
Reform Movement some of the clarity
that I see in the Liberal Movement.
DANNY RICH: Well I'm very
happy to have pluralism in the
Progressive Movement. It's probably
healthyforustohavethesetwoslighthy
different Movements, with slightly
different `feels' about them, provided
we don't use the differences in a
negative way but appreciate them with
good will. There are some deep
differences of approach, faczJcz#feczfe will

be one, our relationship with the
Orthodox might be another. I don't
think we differ in theology: I think
actually we're both conditioned by our
upbringing and political positioriing.
Some of these decisions, whether we
like it or not, are to do with where we
want to perceive ourselves vis-a-vis
other Jewish movements. That's part of
the debate and we ought to do more and
more together, because we learn
through each other.
STEVEN KATZ: Well I endorse
entirely what Damy says. I don't feel
that amalgamation should be a course
that is followed per se; bigger needn't
mean better; a smaller congregation
often has a greater sense of spiritual
vitality than a larger congregation and
the two Movements co-operate in what
I feel is the most important area of all,
which is the Leo Baeck College. One
of my favourite quotes is from Louts
Finkelstein: `When I pray, I speak to
God, and when I study God speaks to
me', so let students go to Leo Baeck
College and, through the texts of
Judaism, may God speak to them and
helpeachfindtheirownspiritualhome.
SYBIL SHERIDAN: I feel very
much like Elaina but I'd like to see this
discussion carry on, because I think
ultimatelytheologicallythereisperhaps
adifference.Thedivisionsreallyreflect
our weaknesses as human beings,
because it so easy to define ourselves

by, `Well, we're not one of them'. It's
so tempting, it's so comforting. To
amalgamate the two Movements would
be very, very difficult, because I sense
it's cosy being where we are, we can
always be very self-righteous and to be
part of a larger Movement we would
have to challenge these easy selfdefinitions. But in terms of world
groupings, actually we are both part of
the World and European Progressive
Jewish Movement, and I think in the
future, ultimately we will become one
Movement. I think that will come I
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THE CHILL THROUGH YOUR FEET

WIIEN YOU SIAVD ON HISTORY
Waiter Rothschild

into one day on the 9th of Av (rz.sfecz%

of the soldiers who took part in that
action. Auschwitz was not the only
concentration camp, it was not the only
extermination camp. Somehow
Auschwitz has caught the imagination
more than all the others and has become
the symbol for an entire terrible era.
There are many reasons. I have not
visited every site of murder and
destruction in 1940s Europe. There are
too many of them for any one person to

b '4v). But one has to start somewhere.
And also end somewhere.
January 27th was the day the Red
Army entered and `1iberated' Oswiecim
-Auschwitz. Back in 1995, when I was
visiting
the
"Hineni"
Liberal
congregation in Moscow, I even met one

seems wrong to go as a tourist. There
are mental and psychological dangers
in going as a pilgrim, "nostalgia" is
hardly a tasteful word to use - perhaps
one can only visit as an obsessive and
acknowledge from the outset that there

te January. This is the time of
he major commemorations, the
Gedenlrv eranstaltungen' a;Il orver
Germany and elsewhere, the week of
exhibitions, the book readings. This is
the week in which what is now called

L

``Holocaust Day" falls.. Can one really

compress the Holocaust into one day?

Of course not - neither can one
compress the whole experience of exile
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`visit'. And what counts as a `visit' ? It

is something sick about the desire, about
the need to travel half`may across Europe

to walk around a museum for a few
hours. Such visits are usually best made
alone and not in a groixp of chattering
fellow-travellers. But the time must
come when one can indeed talk about
the experience. Staying alone is also not
healthy. There seems to be no correct
answer. Not visiting, pretending the
places do not exist, is even worse.
I recall, from personal experiences
twenty or more years ago, visiting
Dachau, north of Munich.1t is always a
slight shock even now to travel on a

modemhter-CitytrainfromMunichto
NurembergthroughDachau-butitwas
also a shock at the central station in
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Munich back in 1974 to discover that it
was the terminus of an S-Bahn,
commuter train, service. I took the first
S-Bahn of the day, following a night
sleeping on my rucksack in the waiting
room. At the station in Dachau I found
a big colourful sign pointing left to "our
beautiful town, its park, its castle, its
industrial area" and a little black-and
white sign pointing right and saying ``To

the KZ Gede#ds/d.#c". Do you know
that a nuclear power station is called a

But what happened there was done with
a brutality and bestiality which makes
a quick death through gassing almost how can one whte this ? How dare one
write this ? - `merciful' in comparison.
But the history books rarely mention
Jasenovac, or the fate of the Jews of
Croatia.

Then there is Sachsenhausen, near
Oranienburg, just north of Berlin - the
"headquarters camp", the "training

Presumably they do not want to use the
abbreviation `KZ' any more. `KZ' is
" Konzentrationslager" , conee;utration

camp" for the SS -but one which was
used for several years after the war by
the Russians, who found the facilities
matched perfectly their need too, for a
place to make potential trouble-makers
"disappear". And who tuned it into a

camp, although in the 1940s the temi
"KI:' for Konzentrationslager was a.]so

memorial against "fascism", whilst
imitating the very measures of their

used.

enemies.....

I walked through empty streets and
found the camp, large, walled, at the
edge of town. I entered and walked
around - that would probably not be so
easy any more -took photos, stood and
contemplated - and was then suddenly
challenged by a man, what was I doing
there ? He explained that I had to leave
and come back at 9 am as the place was
not yet open. Which I did, finding then
a souvenir shop filled with school
parties. I still think I ani the only Jew
who has ever been asked to please leave
Dachau because it was not open yet ....
Or there is Bergen-Belsen. Nowjust

The Shoah took place all over
Europe - there are camps in France, in
Holland, in Germany, in the Baltic
States - and there are destroyed
communities from Norway to North
Afiica. But somehow it is Poland which

`Ker7z Ce7!frcz/e' in Dutch, but an
CAtomkraftwerk' ±ri Gerrna,rl ?

a Cede;7dszt3.#e in the woods in North

West
Germany
(a
modem
`intelpretation centre' and shop, models
and pictures of what there used to be
but now just low mounds with stone
surrounds, each marked "Here Lie
10,000" or some other figure, the mass
graves
created
- in most
cases after
the`Liberation'
-when
the British
Army
was trying to combat disease and
bulldozing mountains of skeletal
corpses into these pits ..... But what I
also recall from a quarter-century ago

was the group of schoolkids, dragged
there for the day, laughing with each
other and just being typical teenagers.
Maybe they were pretending to be
unaffected, maybe they were trying to
be `macho'. I can only hope so. By now
they will be parents themselves.
Or there is Jasenovac, in Croatia.
Now - or at least, four years ago - a
large concrete Communist memorial set
in a wasteland with pits and ponds of
stagnant water, a burnt-out and
destroyed museum, a short section of
railway line and a locomotive and
symbolic wagons - shot up on the side
nearest the river. Because this camp,
commemorating the massacres of the
1940s, became part of the front line in
the wars and massacres of the 1990s.
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is seen as the focus and Poland which
becomes the paradigm for all the
suffering. And so it is Auschwitz which
becomes the name, the camp, the
symbol. And in a bizarre way, those who
suffered in other camps, in camps which
were more effectively destroyed or
which are harder to visit, can become
almost devalued. The names of
Treblinka and Belzec are recalled in the
books but they do not grip the
imagination in the same way, they do
not have the same industry attached to
them.
The first thing that fascinates me
aboutAuschwitz is its name. Is it a pun?
Is it an ironic reference to "sweating
out" -`aus-schwitzen' -a whole
segment of the populations that the
Nazis did not want just `cleansed' and
`evaporated' and `washed away' as in a

Turkish bath? Is it the most obscene
form of `Witz', `joke'?
The Polish name is Oswiecim pronounced `Oswjenschim' - and I
reckon that one of the ways the
inhabitants survive is that they separate
their
modern
Polish
town

psychologically from the German camp
and its name. I know some people find
this in itself abhorrent - to treat the
place as a `normal town'. But that is
exactly the point -it is. It is a town with
a busy railway station, schools, market,
shopping centre, churches. There was
an enormous fuss over recent plans to
erect a more modem commercial centre
or even a disco not far from the camp but nowhere in Oswiecim is far from
the camp. Or camps, because this was
a complex of camps. You can walk from

the station to "Auschwitz I" in 15
minutes; to Auschwitz 11 or Birkenau,
a section of open field and wood a little
further across the road bridge and along
a country road, lined now with houses,
takes a little longer. Monowitz is a bit

further out, to the east. But the name well, the German name is reserved for
`History' and the symbolism and the
inhabitants keep the Polish name for
their home. After all, they have to live
there, go to school there, do their
shopping there.
It is understandable. What would I
do, if I lived there? I recall how amazed
I was to discover - how naive I was that the town of Mauthausen has not
only its railway station but also its
`Mauthausen Post Office' and
` Mauthausen

Bergvcrcz.73 '

(mountaineering
club)
and
`Mauthausen Youth Centre'. It is a nowin situation: if you keep the name that
is loaded with historical misery, you
carry that burden and run the risk of
trivialising the name by using it in such
normal context. If you change the name,
you run the risk of being accused of
trying to obliterate or forget the history.
There is no winning in any of these
arguments. The horror is still too great.
And then there is the dual nature of
victimisation in Poland. The Jews feel
they were the victims of Polish antiSemitism as well as Nazi antiSemitism. This is true. But the Poles feel
they were victims of Nazi "antiUntermenschen", ra.cls±m a,r\d o£
German military expansionism. This is
also true. The Poles were also victims
of
Russian
and
Communist
expansionism - the Russian NKVD,
secret police, were as bad as the German
SS in this respect. Poland was a country
squeezed between two brutal
neighbours to east and west, devoured
by both. The result of this historical
complexity is that the Poles also feel
themselves to be victims and, on
January 27th, also celebrate the
liberation of their town. The Auschwitz
camp was not only for the Jews, though
some Jews keep forgetting this. The
exhibition shows many Polish
Catholics, Polish intellectuals, Polish
resistance fighters and others who also
suffered the same human pain and the
same human hunger and the same

human fear and the same human
bereavement. But many Jews have
difficulty empathising with this and
focus on the Jewish suffering - with
perhaps some now aware also of Sinti
and Roma victims. It is a strange
paradox to stand at a memorial service

Cohiined on next page
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In the depot
opposite the
stcdion stood a
at the big memorial in Birkenau and
watch Polish state representatives or
church representatives mourning their
lost ones, their victims, after leaning
for so many years only about Jewish
suffering. But if we cannot share our
mouming now, when can we ? And if
we cannot share our mouming now,
what have we learned about the
vulnerability of the hulnan being?
I was invited to Auschwitz for
January 27th this year. To travel by
comfortable passenger train rather than
inagoodswagon,totravelwitharetum
ticket, even these trivial symbols are not
trivial. Not when one sees at the
exhibition a poster declaring that Jews
may not purchase railway tickets on the
Osfbczfe73. Not when one can get out at

the passenger station rather than the
goods yard.

Winter is truly winter there. On
January 27th 2000 the snow was waisthigh-as1foundoutthehardwaywhen
I tried to walk back along the former
railwaysidingratherthantheroad.And
the wind blows. Even with a thick coat,
even with good shoes - the cold gets
everywhere.
When you take smart, fit, well-fed
and well clothed Polish soldiers in a
guard of honour and make them stand
up for an hour while the dignitaries
speak, it is not surprising that two or
three of them will faint and collapse.
The Army was prepared, reserve men
stepped into their places, the victims
were huddled off to warm up in a nearby
van. An ambulance and hot drinks were
available. So what, one wonders, was it

like to stand on the 4pe/p/cz/z for hours
without any of these advantages and
facilities?
The infamous railway lines and the

ramp
are
well-known
and
photographed. But along it, and at the
very end, are little marker stones
designating the length of the track.
Every hundred metres. ` Ord77w72g nec4ss

sez.7z' - there must be order. This was

simply an ordinary industrial private
siding, with the jzez.cfesbczfe7c providing

standard point-levers and each metre of
rail carefully measured and accounted
for. I found that more chilling than the
ramp itself, covered in snow.
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derelict steam

locomotive - not a

memorial, just a

drmped and now
disused engine Of

the type that hauled
all sorts Of cargoes

around this region
fior half a century.
AIl sorts Of cargoes.

Including people

in and bundles

Of hdr out
The town smelled of smoke. But it
was coal smoke, here and there maybe
wood smoke. It brought memories from
myownchildhoodinanorthemEnglish
town, before most homes turned to
central heating. Coal trains trundled
through the station every few minutes
-the station is a four-way junction.
The smart four-car electric trains
leave at non-standard times but half the
trains to Krakow terminate at the
suburban junction station of Plashow.
Another doom-laden name. It is the
camp shown in `Schindler's List'. Is it
true that one can really buy a return
ticket from Plashow to Auschwitz? It
is. But then, is there a square metre of
soil in the whole of Europe that has not
been stained with blood, whose name
does not have some significance for
whoever takes the trouble to research
it?

In the depot opposite the station
stood a derelict steam locomotive - not
a memorial, just a dumped and now

disused engine of the type that hauled
all sorts of cargoes around this region
for half a century. All sorts of cargoes.
Including people in and bundles of hair
Out.

Before going in to the "Auschwitz
I" camp, the one that is now surrounded
by the town, the one with the "47.bez.Z
„czcfef Frez." gate, the one with the rows

ofunimpressivebrickbarlackbuildings
- there will be an opportunity to buy a
guide book, some postcards and a
plastic bottle of Coca Cola which will
taste like Coca Cola anywhere else in
the world. Why should this feel strange?
Iind yet it does.
Once again, on January 27th 2001,
representatives of the dwindling
number of survivors and relatives and
oldcomradesgatheredatalargemarble

monument, just beyond the end of the
tracks at Birkenau. Once again wreaths
were laid at the pile of rubble and
broken concrete marking the site of one
of the crematoria. The apeeches were
in Polish and English and Geman and
Russian.Ireadafewprayers,afeddz.s%,
ar+ EI Maleh Rachami:in.Twe stoodthole.
And we were cold. But it was a special
type of cold, the chill that comes not

just from the wind, not just from the
snowbutthechillthatcomesTpthrough
your feet when you stand on history.
This year the only difference was
that the country was covered in fog.
Thick fog. One could not see more than
a hundred metres and the infamous gate
loomed out of nothing and dwindled
quickly back to nothing, as we trekked
to the memorial. The loudspeakers
boomed into an invisible crowd. Eerie.
Ghostly.Ghastly.Themournersandthe
dignitaries, huddled and damp. Sound
bounced around. Two long hems were
blown. Everyone looked so old, so old.

So very old .
RABBI WALTER ROTHSCHD wcrs bor#
in 1954, grew t[p as a member Of the Bredford
Synagogue, studied theology and pedagogics
bofore trcLining for the rabbinate at Leo Baeck
College. After eleven years in Sinai Synagogue,
Leeds, he served the World Union for Progres~
sive Judaism as a "roving rabbi" in Central
Europe for two years, then in Anda (in the
Dutch Caribbean), bofore taltng up a post in
Berlin in 1998. He describes hi:inseof as "A European.,.
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THOUSANDS
AND THOUSANDS
OF SHOES .... '
It is painfully obvious I.o\w most Diaspora communities around the world rely
upon the Shoah as an instrument Of Jewish educedon. Thiere is no doubt that
knowledge of the Shoah is an essential part of the upbringing of every Jew. But
there are also those who worry about presenting young people with an exclusiJJely
lachrymose vien) of their Jewish inheritance, relying on guiit and obligation to the
past to demand loyalty today.
It is equally clear that the Diaspora world is united in agreement on the
importance of Israel and the Israel experience as the centre-point of Jewish
education. Mc[ny millions of dollars and pounds are being iirvested in Israel
programming
Catherine Kales, who lives in Canada, is the granddaughter of MANNA
Editorial Board stalwart Dr. Wendy Greengross. Dr Greengross recommended that
her granddaughter should be asked to write about `The March of the Living'.
What follows is not only remarkable for what it reveals about the ability and
insights of a 16 year old but also because of what it has to say about the
significance of the Shoah and Israel in Jewish education.

Catherine Kates
o~,_ i-\

M

y nalne is Catherine Kates. I
am from Hamilton, Ontario
in Canada and I am 16 years
old. From April 30 through May 14,
2000, I participated in what is called
"The March of the Living". As I look

back on my experiences I find it was
definitely the best and worst experience
of my life.
The March of the Living is a
programme in which over 8,000
teenagers from Canada and throughout
the world are chosen to participate. A
week is spent in Poland visiting sights
that relate to the Holocaust. The trip
coincides with yon fJczsfeoczfe, which is

the day when the march itself takes
place. After Poland, the groups spend a
second week in Israel and are able to
celebrate yon fJcz'czfzrmcz#Z in the

traditional Israeli manner.
I travelled with a delegation called
P2K-Partnership 2000. My bus was
made up of teenagers from small
communities across Ontario, some
representatives from Toronto and
Montreal and Israeli students from
Eilat. We also travelled with a South
African delegation. Each group is
accompanied by a Holocaust survivor.
Judy Cohen, the survivor who travelled
with us on the bus, is one of the bravest
and most inspirational people and
enhanced the trip immensely.

Throughout the first week we
travelled around Poland finding only
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remnants of Jewish life in communities
such as Krakow, Lublin and Warsaw.
We also went to many concentration
camps, namely, Belzek, Plashow,
Auschwitz, Birkenau, Majdanek and
Treblinka.
On

yo" fJ¢sfeoczfe,

Holocaust

Remembrance Day, all the groups
gathered together at Auschwitz to
march the three kilometres to Birkenau.
Majdanek was a labour camp as well
as a death camp and now lies fully
intact. It could be up and running in 48
hours.
Rows and rows Of barracks stretched
out bef;ore my eyes. Behind me lay a
main street, an apartment building.
People actually woke ap every morning
and opened their curtains to Majdanek.
People were there walking their dogs
and pushing their babies beside these
graves. I started wealdy down the gravel
path, my sight clouded by tears, my
stomach cJurning.
The first barrack - in front Of me
many exhibits. Soldiers' uniforms,
prisoners' uniforms, dolls' heads
smashed and broken. My eyes stop at
the display of broken necklaces - I
reached up and touched ray own neck.
My eyes are fiorced back to the display
- one of the necklaces was almost

idendcal to the one that lung round ray
own neck.
The second barrack. When entered
Cohiinued on next page
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what was bofore me at first did not
register. I saw the cages but their

As you walk

contents were blurred. As I moved
closer I realised that these hage cages
contained shoes. Thousands and
thousands Of shoes. As I walk around
the room I cannot comprehend the
manbers of shoes I see bofore me. Each
shoe had once had an owner, yet there

through old
syn,agogues

and villages ,

laid before me were thousands of
desolate shoes. W;omen's shoes, men's
shoes, big shoes, smaller shoes. I

inages Of a

reached down and touched a large high
heeled shoe. A woman who had put on
her best shoes, dressed up to march to
her death. My eyes kept scarring and
landed on another shoe. A red shoe no
biggerthenmypalm.Ilefitandsqtdown
o;-the steps in front Of this bdrrack. I
rested my head in my hands. People
passed by me to enter the barrack and

time when
Jewish life
foourished

are apparent.

all I could see was their shoes.
We followed the stone road through
the double-fenced barbed wire. More

and more rows of barracks. Each
screamed a name, a story. I felt
surounded by those who had perished
there and they pressed me on. I kept
walking, feeling like the air was death,
that it was entering my lungs with every
breath I inhaled.
I entered the building in front Of me.
It read "baths and disinfection" . In the
dcirlaness I f ;ound myself staing into the
unbelievable, a gas chamber. I stood
silent in a place where hundreds of
thousands Of women, the elderly and,
worstyet,childrenyoungerthenmehad
been murdered for a quality I lnyself
possessed, my Judaism„. Sent in to a
shower with a bar of soap, exiting
throughthesmokestackOfanadjoining
crematorium. I put lay hand on the cold
concrete wall. My fingertips told me
frstwhat1thensow.Scratchmarks.The
imprint of a hand. The walls were
painted with these clawing marks.
People trying desperately to take one
more breath of fresh air and never
getting One.

The next room was laid out with two
rows of. ovens. It was like a well laid
out bakery. And it was, a bakery of
human foesh. To my left a small

bathroom contained a sink and a bath
so the Nazi guard could bathe while the
prisoners burned. The foames of the
remembrance candles burned in the
mouths Of the ovens but tears blurred
lay vision. All I sow was fire. Faces
callingoutindespairdisappearinginto
the foarmes. The death was suffocating.
I wanted to leave and I had the
opportunity to do so. I walked through
the doorway and was forced to shield
ny eyes from the blistering sun. I never
thought the sun could shine in a place
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There are cities
where Jews once

lived in happiness,

enriched by

Jewish culture

and tradidon.
Cities where

our parents ,

grandparents and

unspeakable pain and suffering that
thosewholivedthroughthehorrorsfelt.
This trip should not place a sense of
guiltonteenagers.Asyouwalkthrough
old synagogues and villages, images of
a time when Jewish life flourished are
apparent. There are cities where Jews
once lived in happiness, enriched by
Jewish culture and tradition. Cities
where our parents, grandparents and
great-grandparents grew xp and raised
their families. Visiting these places
brought this part of our history to life
and helped me feel comected to our
past in a way I could never have
imagined, living in Canada. You hear
stories and see places forgotten by text
books. You see the people, the faces.
The stories are no longer unreal; they
envelop your soul and live within you.
After leaving Poland, we spent our
final week in Israel, touring this
beautiful country. Leaving a country
where Jewish life is but a memory and
entering a place where culture thrives
was an amazing experience. I felt such
a deep passion for Israel as I stepped
off the plane into the humidity. There
were tears of joy, kisses directed to the
cold concrete ground. I have never had
such a feeling of belonging as at that
exact moment. It was as ifl was melded
to the place by a hot fire and there was
a strong bond. I was related to every
person who passed me. The man who
helped me with my luggage, the lady
who smiled as she helped her young
family through customs, strangers were
so close to me.

On Yiom Ha Ziharon we were on Ben
Yehudah Street in Jerusalem and
watched the world stop for tvro minutes
as the siren blared. We were also able
to party in the streets of Jerusalem for
yomHcz'cz/z772czc£Zaswesaflganddanced

great-grandparats
grow up and raised
their f ;amtlies
like Majdanek! I was almost angry.

Furious at nature for growing green
grass over the graves of those who
perished here. Angry at the rich blue
sky that hid the remnants of the black
smoke Of death. And the sun which now
poured down on me, warming me. The
sun could shine yet still I trembled with
cold.

One important aspect is to realise
that you are definitely not reliving the
Holocaust. We can never experience the
Holocaust, nor would we wish to. We
can never empathise with the extreme,

andourapparelconsistedofathickcoat
of shaving cream.
This week was filled with many
adventures and also a memorable
experience.Butonethingwasimportant
for me to notice. Israel, though now the
homeland of the Jews, has put no end
to hatred, discrimination and prejudice.
Even now in Israel, these destructive
emotions are still prevalent.
As I reflect on my trip and
everything I saw, the strongest memory
is of hate. How hatred can cause so
many others to hate, to destroy, to
murder six million innocent people.
People who were once friends,
neighbours, colleagues. A number so
largeitisincomprehensible.Evenwhile
on the trip I could not grasp the
enormity of this number. One and a half
million children's lives were cut short.
Think of how many possible doctors,
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writers, artists, so many people with
dreams and ambitions who could have
given so much to the world never had
the chance to! Because of what? Hate.
" Hctred begins in the heart and not the
head. In so many instances we do not
hate people because Of a particular

deed but rather do we find that deed
ugly because we hate them:' (The Jew
cz72d Z¢e C7ioss by Dagobert Runes). One

of the most frightening experiences of
my trip was when asking a survivor
whether she thought the Holocaust
could happen again, she answered:
"Most definitely".

There is so much hatred engulfing
the world today. Rwanda, Bosnia, Sierra
Leone . . . Even in our Jewish homeland,
Israel. There is still war, there are still
people dying because of blind hate and
discrimination. Six million people were
put to death and the world stood by and
watched. We blalne these people, saying
they should have done something, but
can we honestly say we do anything
different today? There have been other
genocides since the Holocaust. Have we
learned from humanity's horrific
mistakes?
" .... Sometimes I would like to ask God

why God allows poverty, famine and

injustice.
..... Well then why don't you ask God?
..... 8 ecouse I am afraid that God might

wewalk-unitedbythef;orcethatwould
have destroyed us years bofore

ask me the sane question:'

waves crash and emerge again
diligently, p owerf ully

But hatred is not only war. Hatred is
evident in our lives, though we do not
wish to admit it. Every day, I'm sure
many of us can say we are the
perpetrator or victim of hate. Even on a
very small scale. Hatred is a disease.
So easily spread and contracted. An
epidemic for which we must find a cure.
The March of the Living taught me
to rethink the way I treat people. Not to
judge people but to find qualities I can
admire about them. I have found we
must deal with hatred in ourselves in
order to be able to eliminate hatred in
our corrmunities.
The actual march was held on Yon
j7czsfeoczfe. It was from Auschwitz to

Birkenau. There were about 10, 000

participants from across the world. Each
of us wore matching blue marchj ackets
and carried Israeli flags. Though we
were from so many different countries
and backgrounds, that afternoon we
were all united in an unforgettable
experience. This is a poem I wrote after
the march.
The sea Of bhae stretches out before me

cLnd the sea is one

the sea ccannot be broken
the waves cannot be contained

the sea rages on
foooding over the darkened land
washing away the hate
The sea has survived
the waters will not run dry
Going on the March of the Living
was the best and the worst experience
of my life. It gave me a much closer
comection to my Jewish roots, visiting
communities that were similar to those
in which my great, grandparents lived.
At the same time, our visits to the
concentration camps taught me about
the power of hatred and made me think
about the kind of person I want to be in
the future. It inspired me to make others
recognise and fight this disease of
human kind. It made me realise that we
must remember our history, remember
the stories, remember the cruelty, to
prevent another Holocaust. We must
take action, for it is only in
remembering our history that we can
stop history from repeating itself .

Martin Slowe
CHARTERED SURVEYORS
Star House,
Grafton Road,
London NW5 4BD
Telephone: 020 7267 4291. Far: 020 7482 4116

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY MANAGERS
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Michael Pertz

MY
ROUTE

T0
THE
RABBIINATE

EFORE I CAN BEGIN TO
make sense of my own personal
journey I need to explore for a
while the journey of my ancestors. My
late father, Max Pertz, may his memory
be blessed, came from a small town
called Butremans or Butrimonys in
Lithuania. His world view was heavily
influenced by the political turmoil,
culminating in mass murder, that the
first half of the 20th century brought to
that part of the world. When he was due
to be conscripted into the Russian amy,
my grandmother, Russel RomanoffPerchicovich, having lost my paternal
grandfather
Chalko
Bezalel
Perchicovich, an Officer in the Tsar's
army, in World War I, scraped together
the family permies to send him abroad
to avoid at all costs repeating my late

B

grandfather's fate. My mother's family,
from Eastern Europe and England,
came to South Africa via my late
grandfather who had fought for the
British in Namibia in World War 11.
In the 1940s my grandmother was
murdered by the Nazis and their
Lithuanian cohorts. My father's only
brother, Professor Aaron Peretz, and
family survived the camps. After the
war they were reunited and lived in
Haifa.

My father married my mother only
after the war and several years of
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helping his brother's family recover. He
took her to live in the countryside,
where my sister and I grew up
witnessing the growing injustices being
perpetrated against the majority black
population. On the one hand we grew
up in a shtetl on the veldt and our small
Jewishcommunitybecaneanextended
family. On the other hand, we attended
Afrikaner Calvinist scbools where
religion all too often was used to justify
racial inferiority. At home we received
a very different message. People were
people and my father did not hesitate
to take us into the poverty-ridden shacks
of the farms and the tormships to show
us how others lived.
My mother, while not the idealist,
poet and romantic that my late father
was, ensured that we treated every
person equally, especially the elderly,
black or white. Where others pushed
someone out of the queue because they
were black, we waited our turn and gave
preference to a gochc>, an old Black
woman, or 772czdcz/cz, an old Black man.

I also became aware of anti-Semitism
at school. While many Afrikaners of an
earlier generation admired my father's

principled anti-racism, the developing
ideology of apartheid soon put paid to
any respect I might have got for taking
a similar position. I was other, Jewish,
different. I simply did not fit into an
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The violent repression culminated in the death Of
Steve Biho. I had not heard much about hi,in as he
was active in the Eastern Cape but Donald Woods,
then the Editor Of an Eastern Cape liberal dally,
cc[me to Jo'burg to tell us that one Of Africa's

greatest sons had been murdered
education system which was trying to
indoctrinate a whole generation of
white children with hatred and
xenophobia. My schooldays quickly
became a burden as children, copying
their parents and teachers, felt
threatened by my standing aside from
their bigotry and intolerance. My
parents' love and decency somehow
assured me that I was right and the rest
of the white society around me wrong.
While not all Jews in my community
were always that concerned about
ethics, I came to believe that Jewish
values as expressed by my father were
immutable and consequently that this
racial madness, like that in Nazi
Gemany, would some day pass.
By the time I had reached the
equivalent of finishing my O-levels at
the age of 14, I left for Joharmesburg
with my sister who was older and about
to begin university. For the first time in
my life I found myself at a state school
where a large number of the pupils were
Jewish. I found a home in the liberal
Progressive Party. I thought it was
enough to go around doing bits of

charity and following the white liberals
as they desperately tried to be
fashionable by having token Black
professionals to tea for the first time in
two centuries. I felt awkward as I had
never been brought up to patronise
anyone - a person was a person, one
judged them on their character not their
race. I also realised that the parents of
some of my non-Jewish Englishspeaking friends were as amused by my
presence as they were by visiting Black
people. They had never had a Jew in
their home before. After my move to
the city, it did feel good to be
somewhere safe but it was not to last.
My sister had begun studying at the
University of the Witwatersrand, known
for its student radicalism. The political
climate had deteriorated and apartheid
repression grew ever more acute. People
were too frightened to speak. In the
middle of the equivalent of A-levels I
came home to an angry older sister who
challenged
my
newly
found
contentment. Many students and Black
activists had been detained without trial.
There were people dying out there.

It required action not words. I went
down to a major road intersection for
what was to become one of many
protests. Someone gave me a large piece
ofpaperonwhichwaspainted"Voster's
F* *krs Strike Again". It didn't take long
for the riot police to arrive. I ran and
ran through the tall skyscrapers near
where we lived. Ivhen I reached our
apartment on the 13th floor, exhausted
and out of breath, the door was
unlocked. I pushed it open to see my
mother waiting anxiously inside. She
had come to visit from our hometown
for two days, to check up on her 15 year
old. I had forgotten she was coming. I
was about to make my apologies about
the bus being late when I looked down
at my white T-shirt. The red ink from
the wet poster I had been wielding had
neatly transposed itself -I was caught
red-T-shirted.
Two years later I went to university.
It was 1976 and by mid-year, June in
the southern hemisphere, the Soweto
Uprising began. As a student, I again
found myself in the thick of the protest.
I was `kidnapped' by friends and taken
off campus, because they had been
informed of my imminent arrest. I was
told to stay `underground'. My studies
were disrupted and I only started
university again the following year. A
year of heavy oppression and detentions
followed. Many young Black people,
embittered by the events of 1976, turned
to black consciousness - some of my
friends refused to meet me because I
was white. Yet others had fled into exile
and dared not make contact. I spent
much of my spare time teaching Black
school students, who had been
boycotting the official apartheid
education system.
The violent repression culminated in
the death of Steve Biko. I had not heard
much about him as he was active in the
Eastern Cape but Donald Woods, then
the editor of an Eastern Cape liberal
daily, came to Jo'burg to tell us that one
of Africa's greatest sons had been
murdered. The future had been robbed
of a man with enormous leadership
potential. `We' had to do something. I

Me with Mr Zola Zembe, Sactu's Co-ordinator for Western Europe
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found myself and a handful of others
trying to hold a memorial service while
right-wing thugs from the local
technical college, goaded on by the riot
police, were trying to bash the doors
down. According to the racist law of
South Africa in those days, one person
on their own protesting constituted a
riot. We managed to escape through the
cellar and made our way towards
Braamfontein, the suburb adjacent to
the university, where we had arranged
Cohiirmed on next page
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to meet some Black students for a
march, only to find ourselves in the back
of black marias. In prison there was
inequality, too. We were held in holding
cells and as white students told to pay
for our own meals - Chinese. In front
of our eyes they ruthlessly dragged in
our Black colleagues old and young,
one by one. When I asked to see a
lawyer, I was told by a sixteen year old
prison officer: "I am the law". My
Orthodox aunt tried to send my sister
away empty handed when she went
knocking on the door for bail. But my
aunt was a quick leamer and in the end

put family before fear - she coughed

While I had always
considered myself
Jewish, my
inwoivement with

Judaism as a
rdigion consisted Of

uP-

By the end of 1979 I was coming to
the end of my studies and had to sit
down and painfully discuss with
comrades whether to stay and serve in
the white racist army or leave. I had seen
too much of the cruelties meted out in
Angola, Zimbabwe and Mozambique,
not to mention the atrocities in South
Africa's own black townships. On the
other hand I felt tom at leaving family,
friends and colnrades behind. In the end
all agreed that I should leave for Britain
with the promise that I would not forget
their plight. My father, as his mother
had once done, scraped together all he
had and said go. We sang a Yiddish
song, Zo/ Zcz)773-May it Be, all the way

to the airport and I breathed a sigh of
relief when the 'plane took off.
In England, the first months were all
about survival. ,I gradually met other
South Affican exiles, some of whom I
had not seen since 1976 and was glad
to see alive, and began to do work for
the Committee of South African War
Resisters and the An'ti-Apartheid
Movement. A high point was when I
helped organise the big `No To Botha'
demonstration to protest against
M,argaret Thatcher's invitation to the
SouthAfucanracistleader.Shortlyafter
this I was vasked to work for the ANC
afffliated South African Congress of
Trade Unions (SACTU) as its publicity
officer. That was a time of travelling
around the UK and abroad, speaking at
endless Trade Union, church and
poli.tical party meetings, secret
meetings with activists from inside
South Africa and helping to raise funds
forthenewlyemergingnon-racialtrade
unions and finding ways to charmel the
funds -'often the only source Of income
for the `fami.lies \of those detained. We
began to wi.tness the fruits Of our labour
after the upheavals of the 1980s. The
democratic movement inside South
A'fiiea became unstoppable.
It was at this time that I began 'to
`realise tha`t the last great mord struggle
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my grandf ;ather 's
tefillin

®hylacteries) , which
I have always

carried with me, and
a couple Of prayers.

I would recite the
shema czs cz 77ccz7cfr#

throughout ray days
as a `cand carrying

atheist' and recall
from deapest
memory the words

from Exodtls in the
High Holyday
/I.f#7'gy "Adonai,

Adonai, EI Rachun
ve Chanun " czf Zz.77ces

Of personal crises

of the 20th century was coming to an
end. I had spent much of my youth
engaged in political struggle. I began
to realise that I had never been a
political person. What motivated me
was my family upbringing - the need
to pursue justice and compassion. For
years I had been part of an ideological
left that was often deeply anti-Semitic.
Jews were welcome as long as we were
the first to throw away our heritage and
become the `new man orwoman' of the
brave new Communist world. Everyone
else's difference could be excused as
cultural diversity. On the other hand, to
love my Jewish heritage was often held
to be exclusivist. Additionally, I had
been to the USSR and on reflection,
did not like what I had seen - good
people
dragged
down
by
authoritarianism and the psychology of
the herd.
As I had always promised myself, I
went back to South Affica on Mandela's
release and toured the length and
breadth of the country. I loved every
minute of it. But I decided that, unlike
others, I did not wish to join in the
political manoeuvring as the new
democracy began to unfold. I returned
to the UK. At the end of the eighties in
my heart I began to believe that the old
Left was bankrupt. Yet I felt deeply illat-easeoverthetriumphalismofthefree
marketeers following the collapse of
Communism. Toward the end ofhis life,

my father - my family by then had all
movedtoEngland-keptremindingme
that the fall of the Berlin Wall did not
mean the end of social injustice. It
remained in our midst where it had
always been.
One day I was bored, went into

WIIsmith and leafed throuch a copy of
New Moon magazine. One thing led to
another and I ended up a.t a Purim party
hosted by Beit Klal Yisrael - North
Kensington Reform Synagogue - at a
Friends Meeting House in Muswell
Hill. Being a gay man who had come
to expect hostility from all things
religious, I liked what I saw - a group
consisting mostly of radical feminist
lesbianswhowherenotpreparedtobuy
into the harsh sociopathic values of the
1980s. Those were people who were
prepared to build a Jewish spiritual
home for themselves despite being hurt
and excluded elsewhere. I met Rabbi
Sheila Shulman, who invited me to
attend synagogue services in Notting
Hill. I made my excuse - it was too far
away. She then asked me to join a
Hebrew class in Muswell Hill - local; I
agreed. When I got home I realised that
I was working on the nights in question.
I always like to keep a promise. So I
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My family in nay hometown, Lesley, South Africa, December 1979 just befiore I went into exile

'phoned Sheila, whom I had found to

be someone of enormous integrity, and
reluctantly said I'd try and get to the

carrying atheist' and recall from deepest
memory the words from Exodus in the
High Holyday liturgy "4do72czz., j4do72czz.,

shul.

EI Rachum ve Chanun" at ti:mes o£

The distance to the shut, which meets
at a Unitarian Church in Notting Hill,
was nothing compared with the distance
I had to travel to begin to understand
the value of formal prayer. While I had
always considered myself Jewish, my
involvement with Judaism as a religion
consisted of my grandfather's fe¢//z.Jt
(phylacteries), which I have always
carried with me, and a couple of

personal crises.
As to my intellectual crisis, it had

prayers. I would recite the sfee772cz as a

mantra throughout my days as a `card

reached a point of, to quote Leonard
Cohen "neither left nor right but stay at
home tonight". Sheila told me to read
Buber and that there I would find
another way. At first I found J cz7?cJ 772oc/

useless. On a second reading I
reluctantly conceded that it was
interesting but too idealistic to be of
much practical use to one who had lived
on a diet of Marx's historical

materialism. On a third attempt, when
I was just about to give up, I decided,
enough of this negativism. If I could not
have a world such as Buber was
describing, then any future would be
pointless. I read further and discovered
the work of the F.rench Jewish
philosopher, Emmanuel Levinas, who
like myself, had a Lithuanian
background. In his writings I discovered
the conceptual world given to me by my
late father, only this time expressed in
a more intellectual way and making
direct links to the Jewish chain of
tradition. Intellectually and emotionally
I had come home. Over the next five
yearsmyinvolvementwiththeBeitKlal
Yisrael congregation grew.
With time, others began to suggest
that I apply for the rabbinate. At the
thought of the challenge I fled back to
South Africa. I went to work on what
was meant to be a housing project but
soon found myself more concerned with
continuing on my new Jewish path. I
attended the local Refomi temple. It had
no rabbi but was lovingly tended by a
wonderful man named Howard Segal.
I instinctively knew that it was time to
let go of my South Afiican involvement.
A new generation who had not known
apartheid had begun to emerge and I felt
it was now their time to take the new
South Africa forward.
I decided to apply for the rabbinate.
I headed back for Jo'burg on the way
to return to London, unsure if Leo Back
College would have me. My Orthodox
family in Jo'burg were even more
perplexed by my decision. Not in their
wildest dreams had they considered me
even remotely interested in things
Jewish. But when I returned to England,
God granted me the opportunity to once
again follow my heart. After a tough
interviewing procedure and much
support from Rabbi Shulman, family,
friends and the Leo Baeck staff, I gained
admission. During the summer I met my
partner, Roger, who has stood loyally
at my side ever since. In September
1996 I began to study at Leo Baeck
College with all its wonderful intensity
and eccentricities. Five years later have
I emerged to work as rabbi to the
Harlow Jewish Community. For me it
is in many ways a case ofp/z4s fcz chcz7€ge
p/c/s c 'esz pcz7-ez./. I am back doing the

With nay partner, Roger Rocheron, 'I'he Ghetto, Venice, 1996

thing I love most, working with people
and building a comlnunity. This time I
feel a little more knowledgeable about
the Jewish roots that have always stirred
me to social action. The Jewish vision
of the whole person growing in
community. Views securely anchored in
a progressive Judaism, with its
commitment to compassion, justice and

the pursuit of peace .
MANNA SPPING 2001
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It could be argued tl.at the most signifiicant issue fior Jen;s and Juddsm
today is how to relate to tl.e non-Jewish world. It is one Of the key f;utors
determining both the stance Of liberal Jews and hare;di (ultra-Orthodox)
Jews. It is key to understanding the politics Of Israel. Mctny Of the most
contentious issues within Roform and Liberal synagogues turn on the
`interface' between Jew and non-Jeni.
Every synagogue has to face a range Of related issues, some Of thein
o[pparently trivial, but which arouse enormous emotion beca[use they are
boundary issues. How do we deal with the non-Jewish partners Of
synagogue members when it comes to the naves on the emJelopefrom
the synagogue? What role may a non-Jew play at a Bat-Miitr.ich service?
Will we bless mixed marriages? Whom are we prepared to bury in tl.e
cemetery? Who may go to a Jewish school? What fiollori;s is a docameut

produced offer much thought and work by a Roform rynagogue in
Canada, Temple Anshe Sholom. We publish it not beca[use we I)elieve
that this communtry has got everything right - or everything irilrong - but
because it addresses issues which challenge and divide us and choiit
which there needs to be thoughtful and sensitirye del]ate.

)rovide clarity on the issues
This elated
document
to the roleisof meant
the non-Jew
to
so that all elements of our congregation
will have a greater sense of belonging.

We want to be a strong, vibrant and
growing Jewish community now and in
the future.
This policy document is being
presented to the congregants of Temple
Anshe Sholom for their consideration.
This doculnent, which defines the role
of the non-Jew at Temple Anshe
Sholom, is the summation of a three and
a half year process during which
committee members studied various
areas of input, including responsa
(Refomi rabbinic answers on questions
concerning Jewish law) and other
writings, debated issues, reviewed
feedback from focus groups held with
interfaith couples, traditionalists and
those who have converted to Judaism
and all interested individuals, examined
Temple by-laws and 77cz.7€feczg (customs),

reviewed policies of other Reform
congregations in our region, received
input from Rabbis Baskin and

INOINIJEWS'
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Zeplowitz and Jessie Calryl (Outreach
Co-ordinator, Canadian Council of
Reform Judaism) and studied

information from the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations.
Previousdraftswerepresentedtothe
Board in April and August, 1999, and
to the congregation in Jime, 1999, and
input was received. Changes were made
in the document reflecting this
feedback.
The changing demographic reality in
our community is that an increasing
number of inter-married couples and
their children are joining our
congregation. As they strengthen their
ties with the Jewish community, we are
challenged to define the role of the nonJewish person in our synagogue.
Our goal is to welcome interfaith
couples and their children (i.e.. the
entire finily) and to malre everyone feel
that our Synagogue is an extension of
their home. At the same time, we must
be honest to the goal of maintaining the
integrity of the Synagogue as a Jewish
religious institution. We invite the nonJew to explore our programme and to
share those experiences wbich feel
comfortable.
Some
non-Jewish
partners
eventually choose to become Jewish.
We would support their decision and
assist them in every possible way
through education and conversion. At
the same time, we respect the decision
of the non-Jewish partner to retain his
or her identity and would encourage
conversion to Judaism only where there
is an expressed desire to do so.
After the final policy document is
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accepted, there will be an ongoing
review which will monitor the effects
of implementing the policies and report
these findings to the Board. In addition,

At I;emple
Anshe Sholom,
our services

are open and
everyone is
welcome. A

non-Jew may
weczr cz kippah

(wearing a
kippah z.s zfee

general custom at
our Synagogue) ,
though only those
who are Jewish
should wear
¢ tallit

remain with the same status and
privileges as outlined in this document
should shethe wish to do so.
We welcome the non-Jewish partner
to the fellowship of our congregation
and encourage that person to participate
in many activities. These include
serving on certain committees such as
Disabled Access, Outreach, Social
Events, Fundraising and Social Action.
Some of our congregational committees
address matters which specifically
require Jewish knowledge, feeling or
observance and are thus reserved only
for those who are Jewish, e.g., the
Ritual, the Religious School or
Education
and the
Cemetery
Committees. (See Appendix for a full
listing and eligibility re: committee
lists).

Chairing
a
committee
or
subcommittee,
representing
a
committee to the general community,
serving on the Board of Trustees,
becoming an Officer of the
congregation
and
voting
at
congregational meetings are reserved
for those who are Jewish. This evolves
out of a sense that a personal
commitment as a Jew is necessary for
making decisions on policies of the
congregation or to serve as a leader or
representative of the community.
Jewish law distinguishes between
public and private ritual. Each plays its
own role in the life of the individual and
the
synagogue
community.
Determining which rituals
are

appropriate for those who are not Jewish
educational and support programlnes
will be available through the Outreach
Committee for interested congregants.
In exploring the role of the non-Jew,
we look to five areas where a clearer
definition of the role of the non-Jewish
person would be helpful. These areas
are:
-Membership
- Leadership/Governance
- Ritual

(including cemetery/funerals)
- Sisterhood and Youth Group
- Religious School

As a Jewish religious institution, our
Temple's
constitution
confers
membership upon Jews. Our unit of
membership is either the single Jewish
individual or a family. As part of a
family, the non-Jewish spouse/partner
of a Jew may belong as an ``Affiliate"
of the congregation. For administrative
purposes, inter faith families are
considered a "unit" of membership
(e.g., for various mailings, listings in
the bulletin, etc.). In special family
circumstances, such as death of the
Jewish spouse/partner, or perhaps
divorce, the non-Jewish spouse would
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involves at least three considerations:
1 ) how Jewish traditions view it; 2) how
a contemporary Jew might view it; 3)
how the congregation views it. Certain

ritual acts or commandments have an
intrinsic "Jewishness" and are only
appropriate for Jews.
At Temple Anshe Sholom, our
services are open and everyone is
welcome. A non-Jew may wear a
#j?pczfe (wearing a #jxpczfe is the general

custom at our Synagogue), though only
those who are Jewish should wear a
tallit.
It is appropriate at Temple Anshe
Sholom for a non-Jew, during life cycle
events or on special occasions and in
consultation with the Rabbi, to read a
selection at services with a universal
theme before the bczrcfe2j or a suitable

passage before the candle blessing. At
Bar and Bat Mitzvah, our congregation
has a moving ceremony where Jewish

grandparents and parents pass the Torah
to the child ("from generation to
generation"). In the case of a nonJewish parent of the Bar or Bat Mitzvah,
the custom at our synagogue is to invite

that person to join his or her partner in
passing the Torah during this ceremony,
explaining to the congregation that each
parent, while from different traditions,
has played an important role in passing
the Torah/Judaism to their child. Both
parents are also asked to participate in
a personal blessing to the Bar/Bat
Mitzvah.
While a non-Jew may participate in
the specific rituals noted above, it is
appropriate to reserve certain activities
for those who are Jewish. These would
include serving as the service leader or
shaliach tzibur - Ccem±ssa,ry of the
community", reciting the candle
blessing, reciting kiddish, opening and
taking the scroll from the ark, holding,
lifting, dressing, or carrying the Torah,
reciting the Torah blessings or reading
from the Torali scroll.
A non-Jew may stand under the
fec{ppczfe, may participate in Brit Milah

(the scz#c7efa, or person holding the baby

during circulncision, however, should
be Jewish) or Brit Bat, may participate
in our Temple's baby welcoming
ceremony and may be involved in the
consecration ceremony and prayer
(though the miniature Torah is
presented by the Jewish parent).
As our choir is involved in leading
services, singing in the choir is reserved
for those who are Jewish.
With regard to adopted children,
mikvah is required and a Brit Milah/Brit
Bat may be necessary. In such cases,
the Rabbi should be consulted.
Non-Jewish children in "blended"
families (e.g. from a previous
marriage),
may,
in
certain
circumstances, be involved in the
Religious School or Youth Group (as
outlined below). In these situations,
their status would be similar to that of
a non-Jewish spouse.
Consistent with Reform Jewish
practice, it is the policy of our cemetery
to allow the burial of a non-Jewish
spouse, non-Jewish dependent children
and a non-Jewish independent child if
the independent child has no other
religious affiliation. (No other nonJewish relative can be buried in our
cemetery).
In order for the non-Jewish spouse
and/or children to be buried in the
Temple Anshe Sholom cemetery, it is
necessary for the Rabbi to officiate at
the funeral service. Non-Jewish
participation at any funeral may occur
with appropriate readings and/or eulogy
etc., in consultation with the Rabbi. The
funeral is generally conducted at a nondenominational funeral home. In some
circumstances, having the funeral

Cohiinued on next page
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service in the Temple sanctuary may be
an option (this must be discussed with
the Rabbi). The service for a non-Jewish
burial can be either a modified Jewish
service or a non-denominational
service. It is inportant to note that no
non-Jewish symbols can be used.
As kaddish and yahrzeit a;Ie al rneirrs
for the living to remember those who
have died, the names of non-Jewish
relatives of members can be included
in the memorial list.
The Temple Sisterhood plays a
significant role in our Synagogue life.
Any person, Jewish or not, interested
in the activities of the Sisterhood is
eligible for membership. The
Sisterhood (& Brotherhood) bylaws
state that their officers should be Jewish.
The Sisterhood Presidents and VicePresidents must be Temple members;
the Brotherhood President must be a
Temple member.
The purpose of our Youth Groups is
to instill Jewish identity, foster
commitment to the ideals and values of
Reform Judaism and increase
participation of our youth in the
Synagogue. These purposes are pursued
in a Jewish social framework which
emphasises development of personal
and leadership skills. The basic policy
is that a person must be Jewish to join
and become aYouth Group member and
participate in Youth Group activities.
With regard to the participation of
non-Jewish youth who come from
"blended" families, this could perhaps

occur with those youth who have
expressed some interest in becoming
Jewish. Involvement of such youth
would be dealt with on an individual
basis, involving sensitive discussions
with the Youth Group Advisor, the
Rabbi and the Youth Group Chair.
The goal of Jewish education at
Temple Anshe Sholom is the deepening
of Jewish experience and knowledge,
in order to strengthen faith in God, love
of Torah, and identification with fr/cz/
j;z.srcze/, the Jewish people. Thus, our
general policy is that only Jewish

children (or, in "blended" families, only
children in the process of becoming
Jewish) can euroll in our school. Parents
are expected to be members of our
congregation for their children to be
enrolled in our school. Also, our school
policy states that our school teachers
should be Jewish.
In a family where one child is being
raised as a Jew and any other children
are being raised in another religion, the
Jewish child may attend our school but
both parents must be committed to
raising the child as a Jew. In finiilies
where the parents are formally raising
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a child/children in two religions, these
families/children can join in the
fellowship of the congregation in many
ways but the child/children may not
enroll in our school. Non-Jewish
children in blended families may

participate and be part of the school
(with the expectation that they are
intending to become Jewish). As noted
before, they would have, prior to
conversion, similar status to that of a
non-Jewish spouse. In the situation of
divorce, death or separation (i.e. the
Jewish partner leaves), the children may
still continue in our school.
Non-Jewish parents of students
enrolled in our religious school are
invited and encouraged to participate in
the family educational programmes
which are scheduled from time to tine
by the school. These include opening
and
closing
programmes,
congregational family Shabbat dinners
and parent/student study programmes,

Budget and Finance
Cemetery
Choir
Dues
High Holy Day Readers
High Holy Day Seating
Inreach
Long Range Planning
Membership and Retention
Nominating
Rabbinic Contract
Religious School education)
Rj.tual

Role of the non-Jew in the
Synagogue
Ushering
Youth
*Non-Jews who are currently on
committees in list (2) above are
welcome to remain on these committees
("Grandparent Policy").
As a general note, comndttees may
irrvite any guest on a[n ad hoe basis 1

etc.

Throughout the year at Temple
Anshe Sholom there are educational
and holiday-related congregational
programmes and activities for adults
and/or families. All family members,
both Jewish and non-Jewish, are
welcome and encouraged to participate
in these programmes (e.g. Breakfast
Club lectures, Lunch and Learn
lectures, fall and winter classes, retreats,
Scholar-in-Residence
weekends,
Mitzvah Week, and various holiday
programmes).
The Congregation of Temple Anshe
Sholom seeks to welcome the non-Jew
to participate in a broad range of its
activities. In doing so, we endeavour to
uphold the traditions of our people, the
integrity of our faith and the values of
the community, as well as be sensitive
to the needs of the individual.
1) Committees where non-Jewish
partners may participate:
Arts and Acquisition
Bingo
Bulletin Ads
Caring
Disabled Access
Endowment Campaign
Endowment Fund
Fundraising
House
Lawn and Garden
Library
Nevada
Outreach
Social Events
TASSAG-Social Action
2) Committees reserved for those
who are Jewish*
Adult Education
Bylaws

hiill
FOR THE sTUDy OF juDAisil Aim THE

TBAtNllIG OF RABBIS AND TEACIIERS

The major Progressive ral]binic
seminary in Europe

RABBINIC COURSE
Closing date for applications
is December 31for the following
September/October intake

IIEBREW & JEVISH
STUDIES
BA & MA (full-time & part-time)
studies available.
Occasional students welcome.
Courses include: Bible, Midrash,
Talmud, Codes, Comparative
Religion, Jewish History,
Phflosophy, Liturgy,
Prayer, Life-Cycle.

For further details please contact
the Registrar: Leo Baeck College,
80 East End Road, London N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600; Fax: 020 8343 2558

e-mail: info@lbc.ac.uk
or visit our site: wwwJbc.ac.uk
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Ukrainians. Here the erring .daughter
Chavali deserts her Ukrainian husband
and rejoins her father to go into exile.
In the 1971 Hollywood film Fz.ddJer o73

£fee jzoo/, based on the 1964 Broadway

musical, made at a time when marriage
between Jews and non-Jews was
becoming more acceptable, both she
and her husband leave the village to go
to a more tolerant part of the Russian
Empire. The 1991 Russian film, Jz};c7z../,

Jews ! , travels even further from Sholem
Aleichem. The ideological context is
glaringly clear, when Tevye accepts
Chavah's marriage, and Jewish and
Christian families stand together to
resist the reactionary pogromniks.
There are similarities between So/o77co#
cz73d Gczer3or and the Tevye story though,

THE ERA OF
YIDDISH FILM
Barry Davis
This is the famous Ogmore Valley Federedon stone
removed from the Aber Mountains and placed here as a
memorial to the men who devoted and those who gave their
lives to the coal mining industry Of this valley.
May 1990.

The Lord knoweth the days Of the perfect, and their
inheritance shall be fiorever. Psalm 37:18
Effeng;7z Hez.bo y"¢ (They passed by)

Inscription on a memorial at
Nantry-moel, Glamorgan.

to begin an article on Yiddish film
IT MIGHT
with a Welsh
SEEMquotation,
ODD FOR
even
hffiif
followed by a Jewish one. But readers
of MANNA will have already read of
Paul MOITison's Welsh/Yiddish and
English film So/o777o7? cz72cJ Gcze72or. I

was on the set of the film to help the
actors with theirYiddish. At first glance,
the Ogmore Valley is a strange place to
make a Yiddish film. It merely reflects
the spread of Jews almost everywhere
- they passed by a hundred years ago
when it was part of a bustling, booming
economy. Here, two religions, Judaism
and Christianity, and two languages,
Welsh and Yiddish, separated them and
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it was English through which they
communicated. This was not dissimilar
to Eastern Europe, where Ukrainian or
Lithuanian might have replaced the
Welsh, Russian the English.
History is one thing but art tends to
reflect something wider. No wonder, as
Ken Frieden argues in this reader on
Yiddish film, there have been such
contrasting versions of Sholem
Aleichem's stories about Tevye.
Maurice Schwartz's 1939 Yiddish film,

Tevye der Milkhiker, Tevye the
Milkman, made in the US in the wake
of the Nazi-Soviet pact, is the closest
to Sholem Aleichem, with perhaps an
even sharper depiction of the

in the former, there is no conversion but
a sort of assimilation and the wedding
is a Jewish, not a Christian one. They
do notjust sit shiva for an hour for their
child, for the father really has to say
Kaddish for his dead son.
Though the story is set against the
background of the Tredegar anti-Jewish
riots of 1911, there were no murders,
no rapes in Wales, whilst the history of
Jewish-Ukrainian relations was

punctuated by mass murder. The
pogroms of the Tsarist period were
followed by massacres by Ukranian
nationalists at the end of the First World
War and the collaboration with the
Nazis after 1 94 1 . In the Welsh film, the
father reads his Russian experience into
Wales. Given the subsequent history of
the region, the boy's belief - "It isn't
Russia here" - was to be vindicated. In
Maurice Schwartz's film the Ukrainians
emerge as ciphers, merely a backdrop

for the Jewish drama, whereas in
So/o772o77 cz#d G¢e7!or, the depiction of

the Welsh side is central to the film.
Behind the harsh rules of the Welsh
nonconformists there was a strong sense

of community, suffocating but strong in
its expression of Welsh identity. The
matching of the two languages is also
essential. Welsh is enjoying a revival
and has taken on added significance
with the establishment of the Welsh
Assembly in Cardiff. Yiddish, too, is
enjoying a revival of interest, though not
an increase in the numbers speaking it,
for its elderly demographic character
portends further decline, except in the
hasidic world.
The renewed interest has produced
a number of recent studies on Yiddish
theatre and film. Sylvia Paskin's
collection of articles offers some useful
and stimulating insights into hitherto
neglected areas. Together with

Cohiinued on next page
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J Hoberman's comprehensive study, it
constitutes a very effective introduction
to Yiddish cinema. That cinema bears
witness to the transformation of Jewish
society in the second and third decades
of the twentieth century. At the same
time, it gives us some sort of record of
what remained of traditional society in

Yii ddish f alms were

made on a

eastern Europe. Hdz.s'fee GJz.fro (Jewish

shoestring, which is

Luck, Soviet Union 1925) is set in
Berditchev and Odessa, before shtetl
society was destroyed by the Soviet
sta,te. Yidl mitn Fidl (Pola.nd 1936)

why some Of the

mixes documentary film of Kasimierz
and Warsaw with performance. As a
postscript, Dzigan and Schumacher's

films have a static,
theatrical quality.

Uj€c7ze7ie Kz.#c7er (Our Children, Poland

1948) mixes entertainment with an
examination of the state of the surviving
Jewish children in an oxphanage near
Lodz.

Yiddish films were made on a
shoestring, which is why some of the
films have a static, theatrical quality. In
America, many were made in studios
in or near Manhattan, with actors
rushing in during their breaks from the
theatre. Later, with more skilled
directors and with some well-chosen
locations rather than the claustrophobic
studio sets, the films became more
cinematic. As Joel Finler points out in
his essay, Grz.#e Fc/der (Green Fields,
based on the play by Peretz Hirshbein)
was made in one hectic week in 1937
on a fain in New Jersey.
If Yiddish films dealt with the
tension between the Jewish and the
external world, this was shown most
graphically in the theme of 7l¢e t/czzz
Sz.#ger. In this Hollywood film of 1927,
forever famous as the first talkie, the
character played by AI Jolson chooses
show business rather than becoming a
chazan. The film seems to endorse the
inevitability and even the desirability of
his choice. Two parallel Yiddish

versio"s were Dem Khazns Zundl (The

In America, many

were made in
stwdios in or near

Manhattan, with
actors rushing in
during their breaks
from the theatre.
Later, with more
sJalled directors

and with some wellchosen locations

rather than the

Chazan's Son, US 1937) and Der 7?J72er
SfezoJ-K%czz73 (The Town Chazan of

cloustrophobic

Vilna, US 1940). Interestingly, both
starred Moyshe Oysher, the most
successful chazan-entertainer of the

studio sets, the

period. Oysher, himself, was forced to
choose between Yiddish theatre and a
chazan's career. He gave up the theatre
but, curiously, was allowed to continue
making films. In De77t Kfeczz#s Z#73d/,

films beccrme more

cinematic

he chooses to reject his career as a
successful popular singer in America

for the values - and a wife - from the
ond co:url:try. Der Vilner Shtot-Khazn is
an altogether darker tale. The chazan

makes what amounts to a faustian pact
with the devil, here represented by
Beethoven and the Warsaw Opera. He
is punished by losing his son, his voice
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and, eventually, his life. It is made clear
in the film that this is not just because
of his betrayal of religion but also
because he has deserted his family and
his comlnunity. God's judgement also
becomes a vindication of the values of
Judaism. The cantor's moment of

penitence comes on his return to Vilna,
with the final poignant rendition of Kol
Nidre before he dies. It is typical of the
Yiddish film that it reiterates these
supremely social values. The individual
can scarcely, if at all, be considered in
isolation from the community and this
balance between the individual and the
collective, which underlies Jewish
values, is maintained in all the Yiddish
films, particularly those based on
literary works.
Sometines, the point is made in a
heavy-handed manner. In fzdy#fz.4e
A4cz77z777es quothers of Today, US 1939)

the values outside the Jewish
community are seen as virtually
diabolical - reminiscent of Per 7?/73er
Shtot-Khazn. In AmeriJcaner Shadkhn
(American Matchmaker, US I 940) they
are seen as tempting and amusing. They
are also desirable in some ways, for a
message of sexual liberation seems to
have been injected into the film by its
script`wi:tors. In Hayntike Mammes, we
find a severe criticism of the
materialism and harshness ofAmerican

life, the entry of crine into the New
York ghetto, a condemnation of modem
female modes, such as women
gainbling. The men are weak and the
traditional husband can do little against
the forces of modernity and
assimilation. It is the `Yiddishe

Mamme' who fights to save the children
from society's seduction at the cost of
her own suffering, as she becomes blind
and apparently helpless but in the end
becomes the redemptive figure. In y#
Jz A4¢)/77 Kz.77d.? (Where is My Child?

US 1937) Celia Adler, in a moment of
desperation, gives away her son. She
tries to get the child back but is tricked
by a lawyer representing a wealthy
American-Jewish family and spends
most of the rest of the film looking for
the child, driven to mental distraction.
Yet the film does not condemn America,
since the boy turns out to be a brilliant
and caring psychiatric doctor, the sort
every mother would want her daughter
to marry, and the complete American
dream is realised in an epiphany of
revelation, healing and restoration.
Similarly, the tough mother in 4 Brz.ve/e
der
Mammen,
a.
cor\v±ncing
performance by Lucy German, also
looks for her lost son and again they
are united in a hospital. Perhaps, this is
an unconscious acknowledgement of
America as a `healing' environment for
Jews as well as a seductive one.
All these films underline the classic
difference between the Jews who ran
Hollywood, who avoided Jewish
themes or stressed assimilation when
they did cover them, as opposed to the
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Yiddish film-makers whose focus
inevitably was on Jewish themes and the
maintenance of Jewish values. More
often than not, it is the `Yiddishe
Malnlne' who is seen as the repository
of these values.
Yiddish cinema was like most
cinema in the West, primarily
commercial. It had to produce
something which was acceptable to its
audiences. The most acculturated and
the assimilated were much less likely
to patronise Yiddish films, so the films
were addressing those who aspired but
had not yet made it, into the gentile
world, as well as those who rejected
gentile values. In addition, and certainly
in America, there was an element of
consolation and even of nostalgia for
what was left behind. In his essay on
OLsf 2j72c7 Wee/ (East and West), a silent

film made in Vienna in 1923, Jeffrey
Schandler argues that anti-nostalgia and
satire also played a key role. This was a
continuation of the equivocal attitude
to Yiddish culture by the nineteentb
century 77?czskz./I.777 (secular Jews). The

picture of the shtetl was frequently
idealised, a shtetl more in the mind of
the viewer than existing in reality, but
the catharsis of consolation was
nonetheless experienced by cinema
patrons.
One should not emphasise this
nostalgia at the cost of diminishing
other elements in the Yiddish cinema.
As Hannah Berliner-Fischtal points out
in her essay on U72c/e A4dseLs (US 1932)

the film, which was based on the novel
by Sholem Asch, clearly shows the

Both the brutalities and the
opportunities in its society are depicted.
Sometimes the view is rosy, sometimes
bleak. In one musical film, Seymour
Rechtzeit informs his beloved: Here in
New York, life is a gr7€ ede7£ ®aradise)
whilst in Den Kfeczz#s Zt7tc7/ the boy
cries.. "Ikh vil tsurik aheym, tsum
s%fefe/e czfeeym" ( I want to go home, to
the shtetl).

All this was a part of the life faced
by Jews in America and in the other
countries of immigration. It is
instructive to compare the re-invention
of the shtetl in the 1930s with its
reinvention today, when we have a spate
of films having some connection to the
Yiddish world. At least in the 1930s, the
Yiddish actors still had some direct
contact, or some sense of the societies
they were depicting in their films. Often

they themselves had been born in
eastern Europe. Today, it is more
difficult to present these societies and
one solution for evoking ``older values"
is to conjure up Hasidism in film. In 77!e
Cfeosc#, there was a sympathetic
treatment based on the work of the
author, Chain Potok, who had been on
the inside. All too often, the Hasidim
are caricatured. Instead of the conflict
between tradition and modernity
evoking a complex of responses, it
becomes a grcz7?d g#z.g72o/ struggle
between darkness and light, a co#z773edz.cz
rz.dz.cw/oscz whereby the dark forces of

h-asidic reaction, robed in black, their
women concealed by their sheytls and
by long sleeved dresses, battle with the
enlightened forces of modemity. We are

The picture Of the shtetl was frequently
idealised, a shtetl more in the mind Of the
viewer than eristing in reality, but the
catharsis Of consoloalon was nonetheless
experienced by cinema patrons

liberating one.
It is inevitable that we reinterpret

Yiddish films in the light of our current
preoccupations. Eve Sicular emphasises
the element of gender rebellion in Hd/
A4:z.fro Fz.d/, as well as the gay subtext in

it arid in Der Viilner Shtot-Khazn and
DerAmeriJrahishershadkhn.TrLa.recent
discussion, Jean-Jacques Zilbermann,
the director o£ Un Homme est une
Fe772me (Man is a Woman, France 1998)
in which the leading character, a Jew
who is gay, agrees to marry in order to

get some money from his uncle,
acknowledged his debt to HdJ A4lz.fro Fz.d/,

which he described as a "tragic film".
The world represented in Hd/ was to be
destroyed within a decade but there is
no element of that tragedy in the film
itself. Joseph Green, its director, did,
however, have an uneasy feeling that
time was short. Like the Goskinds, who
made the series of films on Jewish life
in the cities of Poland, he wished to
make a documentary record. Because
of censorship, the films made in Poland
reflect the reality of the suITounding
society less effectively than those made
in the United States. Hence, the issue
of anti-Semitism was never dealt with,
except in an oblique manner. In Dz.
Freylekhe Kapsonim (The Happy
Paupers 1937) Dzigan and Schumacher
rebel against an insane world and are
put in a lunatic asylum for their troubles.
It is Jewish society which is criticised,
materialism and snobbery in Der Pz4rz.77e
Skyz./er (The Purim Player 1937),
stupidity and greed in I)z. Ere)//efrfee

Kapsonim.I:nTheDybbuk(1937,inarry
case a historical film) there is not one
single element of the non-Jewish world,
not even a Shabbes goy - a gentile
employed to carry out chores forbidden
on the Sabbath. The film deserves its
reputation as the supremely artistic
Yiddish film, though its director,
Mikhal Waszynski, plucked from the
Polish film industry, spoke no Yiddish.
In Poylishe Wielder (In Polish Forests
1928) was adapted from the historical
novel by Joseph Opatoshu and an
idealised relationship is shown between
Jews and Poles as they struggle against
the common enemy, leading up to the
1863 Rising against Tsarist rule.

exploitation of the Jewish workers by
their employer. Yet this is mitigated by
a paternalistic capitalism which derives

ba,ck to Der Vilner Shtot-Khazn but the
resolution sees the triumph of the
gentile world, in the manner of Zlfee Jczzz

from their being /cz7€c7s/a);f, coming from

Sz.7zger. There are echoes of this in Amos

Objections to the film came from
Orthodox traditionalists, because of its
depiction of the Hasidim and because
of an apparent endorsement of

Gitai's Kczc7osfe, (Israel, 1999) though

assimilation.

the context is different. The secular
Israeli values of the director are set
against those of the non-Yiddish
speaking Haredim (ultra Orthodox), a
struggle which is at the heart of Israeli
society. The message is meant to be a

Yiddish cinema was under greater
control in the Soviet Union than in

the same shtetl. The paternalism
becomes increasingly difficult to
operate in the harsh atmosphere of the
New World. The older men, steeped in
nostalgia for the feey77t, return there not
to live, but to die. Here, as elsewhere,
the United States is shown realistically.
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Poland. In Hc7z.s%e G/I.fro, the satire is

aimed at the tsarist system, western
capitalism, Jewish materialism and
Continued on next page
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religious obscurantism. IVos77 Beker
Fort 4%e);772 (Nathan Becker Goes

Home) the only Soviet Yiddish talkie,
was made in 1932. As befits the era of
Socialist Realism, the virtues of the
five-year plan as well as grotesqueness
of the dying shtetl and the iniquities of
American capitalism were displayed.
Even here, the arch propagandists could
not let go of their Hdisfefrey£, despite
their best efforts. As the poet Chaim
Grade said of them, "deep in your hearts
you were Marranos". Paradoxically,
even when Russia was criticised from
the outside, as was the case of revye der
A4z./4fe!.4er, it is the oppression of tsarist

society which is shown, not that of the
Communists. An anti-Communist
novel, like Kfe¢i;er IVcz#fe7"e72 (Colnrade

Nakhmen) by I.J.Singer, was never
filmed.
Yiddish had begun the journey of
modernisation and secularisation but
failed to finish it. Because it was cut
off, it is difficult to compare Yiddish
film with other similar geures. To label
Yiddish films as nostalgic is merely to
reveal the nature of our preoccupation
with them, doing some disservice to the
aspirations of the film makers at the
time.Yiddichfilmdiditsjobeffectively.
It was a popular medium, which sought
to entertain and inform. In general, it
rejected assimilation in favour of a
gradual accommodation to the
surrounding society, in a manner which
would not entail the loss of essential
Jewish values. Like the Yiddish theatre,
it `passed by' and its demise was

prefigured. Yet, with film, many of the
artefacts are still with us and can
directly inform a new generation of their
lively contribution to Jewish culture .
BARB:I DJIVTS is a teacher Of Yiddish and
history and has acted as Yiddish consultant on
some recent f ilms.. Solomon and Gaenor, Simon
Magus, Esther Kahn and The Man Who Cried.
1. When Joseph Met Molly. A Reader on Yiddish
Fz./77z, edited by Sylvia Paskin (Five Leaves

Publication, Nottingham 1999).
2. Bridge Of Light. Yiddish Film Between Two
7yor/ds, MOMA (NY) and Schocken Books,
New York 1991

PIGS Ii'EART
Sin
LLIAM WOLFF OBSERVED

in A44^ZN4, Number 70 that
the problem of the pig "goes
to the heart of Jewish life." Indeed, it
goes directly to the heart of this Jew.
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Five years ago, come next May, I had
to endure open heart surgery. During the
operation the surgeon, having exposed
my ailing heart, decided to replace my
mitral valve with one removed from a
vigorous shoat, with good expectation
of longevity. So I owe these latter years
both to my astute and dexterous surgeon
and to my nameless benefactor, a swine.
The animal's death has allowed me a
longer and productive life and, at the
same time, it no doubt alleviated the
hunger of some of those who find pork
delectable. I trust that when that valve
and its replacements will have failed,
the porker and I will bejudged leniently
as befits creatures who have given
exemplary boons to others.
I hope that Rabbi Wolff will never
find himself in need of heart surgery but
he has no reason to worry about the
effect upon "his big head if a recycled
pig's heart started beating in the Wolff
chest." We invoke the Healer of our
infirmities to "restore our days as of
old". Few of us have the ch24/zpczfe to

instruct God in the precise techniques
that will restore our health I

Rabbi A Stanley Dreyfus
Brooklyn, New York

MISS LILY
Sir

I

N VIEW OF THE GENTLE
emphasis on Lily Montagu in your
last issue, I would like to add a little-

known anecdote about the young Lily
that my grandmother told me.
Granny, (nee Julia Joel) was a
contemporary of the lady and probably
knew both the women she told me of.
We have been a City of London family
since at least the early 17th century,
long before the official Resettlement,
so there is no doubt she was there, part
of that society.

At the turn of the last century there
were, said Granny, two wealthy Jewish
families who each had a daughter who
was, naturally, a considerable heiress.
Each was courted by a gentile. Seeing
that these courtships were serious, the
fathers both said the same thing. "My
daughter can marry whom she likes but,
if she marries out, she will not receive
a permy from me".
In one case - out of tact Granny
never told me the name - the man
thougbt that, when it came to the point,
the father would not bear to see his
daughter in real poverty and would
provide for them, so he persuaded her
to marry him. He misjudged; her father
kept his word. They lived in poverty all
their lives and he took it out on his

hapless wife.

The other girl was Lily Montagu.
Her `lover' believed her father and
dropped Lily. She never maITied - how
could she trust a man again? - and so
was free to use her strength and intellect
in what were then unusual ways for a
woman. Thus she became the
deservedly famous co-founder of
Liberal Judaism.
There is a moral to these stories
somewhere and I think they deserve to

be remembered .
avIss) R.M. Green
London owl

COUNT
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Auturm 2000).
I have gathered some further
material from sources in Livorno,
Florence and Lisbon relating to the
branch which established itself in
Tuscany during the 1 8th century.
The 1841 census in Livomo lists a
Leone Chayes, aged 47 years and born
in Brody, as a man of substance engaged
in the coral trade. Documents in the
Livomo official archives dated 1842
include a petition by Leone to the city
authorities. The civic records show a
number of entries for Chayes fi.om 1869
to 1928. Some are for descendants of
the above-mentioned merchant, while
those listed as de Chayes appear to
relate to the progeny of the ennobled
Guido Chayes.
Records in Florence refer to a
wealthy Berenstein family flourishing
in the second part of the 19th century.
As I related in my article, the
Berensteins and Chajes were allied by
marriage and in their commercial
enterprises.

Guido Chajes was given the title of
Count de Chayes by King Carlos I of
Portugal in 1904 for his services as
Vice-Consul in Livorno. The Royal
decree describes him as an Austrian
subject, his forebears having long been
based at Brody in the Austrian province
of Galicia. A letter issued by King
Manuel 11 in 1909 confirms the title of
second Count to Giorgio de Chayes, son
of the first Count. The Villa Chajes, a

fine mansion and still a landmark in
Livomo, was acquired by the first Count
and his brother in 1906 and passed to
several of their descendants. It is now
the Hotel Universal I
Hdward Gelles
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IIfr4o'JI'
William Wolff
brown by the secular do-as-I-please
to those whoCHALLENGE
retain a religious
THE ;ociety
BIGGEST
comniitment is to bring back some sense of
drty and obligation to the do-as-I-chose
culture. And the cure-all is said to lie in
teaching.
If we teach people about religion, they
will come back to church or shool. If we
teach them about morality, the hordes of
fare-dodging school kids - a recent survey
finds that more than half of older teenagers

are willing to break the law - will return to
law and honesty.
But will lessons about Dhivali, the Hindu
light festival, make one Jewish kid return to
lighting the Chanukah candles? And can
teachers forced to talk about morals with a
neutral take-it-or-leave-it stance, replace "I

might" with "I must"?
The day I went to look at digs in a
Buckinghamshire vicarage, my future land
lady told me that if I did come to live there, I
would not be allowed to wash my shirts on a
Sunday. And there followed a list of other
Sunday don'ts. I felt totally comfortable with
it because I had come from a practising
Jewish home and said to myself: Of course,
it's their Sbabbes, and she is frumm. The
countless Sundays I spent with them over the
next decade - without washing one shirt but
happily and endlessly putting on kettles for
coffee - in the three vicarages in which they
lived , serially , have left me with the happiest
of memories.
Those who try to teach the values of a
previous culture with a neutral stance
deserve, in the language of the classroom,
full marks for effort. But without a living
example of commitment, they have not got a
cat's chance. For you carmot teach morals
with modules.

#
;athering is to pummel the biased
overage
about Israelatinany
the Jewish
British
Te sure-fire
cheer-raiser
media. Start with a few hefty swipes at
editors, and the audience eats out of your
little hand for the rest of the evening.
From Professor Erie Moorman, the new
president of the Zionist Federation, to Ms.
Gillian Shephard, the former education
secretary who now chairs the Conservative
Friends of Israel, they help to bring back a
little bit of the feel-good factor to a
depressing situation. And they have a point

- if anyone on The Guardian or the

Independent has any love for the Jewish
state, they hide it more effectively than any
shy teenager.
But ..... the latest crisis, as every previous
one for more than thirty years, has shown
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Israel's information and propaganda
machine to be one of the world's least
competent. Any British student, after two
weeks' work experience in a public relations
fim, would make a better fist of presenting

20th century let alone the 2 1 st, but they have
yet to streak down to planet earth fi.om the
strange figment where they chose to live.

#

Israel's case.

And no amount of media bashing alters
one sad fact - that Israel's policy towards
the Palestinians with whom they share their
immediate environment has hardly been a
shining success.

#
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with an uncomfortable feeling. I found only
some answers.
A 400-strong Friday night congregation
in Boston filled me with religious awe,
irreligious envy and no wish to borrow their
bait. Three otherwise serious rabbis left the
bz.7#cz% in the middle of the service to hand

out tambourines to their worshippers. I may
yet be driven to follow their example. But
not yet.
For the reason I came back unsatisfied is
that I had been only to Boston and New
York and not hdiami - just another example
of the unhappy fact that at birth I got only
one silver spoon and, in the few years since,
have never been able to pick up enough air
miles.
Down south they have found the answer
to every congregant's dream - the kiddush
club. That's where men, women and
children rush one minute after the Torah
reading - and five minutes before the
Semon.
That is so much more dignified than
nodding off to snooze. And so much more

fro.

#
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itself encrusted on the United Synagogue
crown. His name means slaughterer and he
is currently serving in Mill Hill's north west
outskirts of London . He has come clean, as
befits any kosher butcher, and killed off the
last illusion about Orthodoxy's stance vis-avis women. Bitterly he attacks a recent
"liberalisation" that would allow women to

become treasurers and even vice chairmen though never chairmen - of their united
synagogue. Even that mhi skip ahead spells
a worse doom than foot and mouth to our
butcher. He wails about the danger of "male
clergymen becoming too cosy with female
members, let alone honorary officers".
Too true. I have even been known to kiss
a female chairman goodnight -brazenly and
in full view of the synagogue council -after
a heavy evening over such romantic topics
as the cost of a disabled loo or a lick of paint
on the kitchen walls.
Rabbi Schochet's service is to blurt out
publicly what most of his colleagues think
privately. And so to make it clear that, not
only have they failed to catch up with the

T¥

SURPRISE TUNE WAS FROM
musical Oklahoma but the words
a distinctly un-American ring.

Th!ey carme from Adon Olam.

I was at a cantoral concert in one of
London' s most beautiful synagogues . Three
items later we heard .4do7t O/¢ffl set to
Gershwin. It was served up half a dozen
more times to 20th century pop - Israeli or
American. The only ones left out were the
Beatles, the Spice Girls, and Waltzing
Mathilda, to which I have myself lead it.
The mystery is how this Johnny-comelately in our prayer book - author un]mown,
and earliest manuscripts found in the 15th
century - became so popular as the servicestopper in English synagogues. Neither
across the Channel nor the Atlantic - with
the possible exception of Canada and other
former British colonies - does it close any
service. Its traditional place is a silent one at
the begirming of the service. In Morocco it
used to accompany brides on their way to the
fe2{ppczfe and in the Rhineland it used to be

sung only on Kol Nidrei night. It grabbed its
place as the synagogue's national anthem none of my readers is old enough to
remember the days when every theatre show
ended with the national anthem - only as part
of our hallowed A4lz.7zfeczg 472g/I.cz. The more

eccentric part.

*
this rabbi's life assault him in the

in the columns
T HEclassroom,
SHOCK rather
ANDthan
HORROR
OF

of the JC or the wards of our substandard
hospitals - to call them third world would
be an insult to Botswana.
So there I was passing on to an adult class
some routine information about our mouming
customs when a twentager raised a legitimate
question about the memorial services we have

on Yon Kippur and the last day of every
festival. Can those still fortunate enough to
have both parents remain in the services or
leave the shool while they last? With that he
tossed the evil eye into the class. And he went
on to confess that to escape its attention, he
and his newly married wife had walked out of

the Yon Kippur memorial service - only to
find that at least ten others had done the same.
While the rest of us were deep in prayer and
reverence, they had quite a party on the porch,
though without sips or nibbles.
The news left me dumbfounded. I know
that some try to make an ally of superstition.
So far I have not given in to that temptation,
and I am resolved this year to be a Yon
Kippur party pooper. So when my High
Holyday preparations begin - the day after
the last matzoh crumbs are swept off my
kitchen table -top of my list will be a call to
the optometrist to order a pair of contact
lenses. In the hope that they will transmute
my evil leer into a look of benevolence I
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Poad, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's F}eform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.
ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses

Summer Exhibition: Jewish Cartoonists.
This exhibition will be open from

with Jackie King Cline from

May to September,

24th April - Sid July

exact dates to be confirmed.

Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm
and 1.30pm - 4.30pm

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten week evening course
with Linda Gevertz from

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR:
SPF]ING SEMESTER
Study the Torah with the finest

teachers and students
24th April -12th June

8th April -23rd May and 13th June-4th July

Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm £6 per session.

Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm

Spiritual and therapeutic issues for
the twenty first century.

COMMUNITY OF LEAl]NERS PROGRAMME
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our

9th May - 4th July

Wednesdays 8.00pm. £5 per session.

time. The programme responds to a secular
Britain at the beginning of the 21st Century, using

the expertise of rabbis and educators. Accredited
by the Leo Baeck College.
23rd April - 25th June

Mondays 8pm-10pm

LEO BAECK COLLEGE:
KAUFMAN MEMORIAL LECTURE

Tom Freudenheim: The Ob]igatjons of the
Chosen, Jewish Museums in a PC World
Wednesday 2nd May
8.00pm. Admission Free.

JEWISH MUSEUM
FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP

LEO BAECK COLLEGE

Workshop arranged by the

SUMMEF} STUDY WEEK

Jewish Genealogical Society of Great Britain.

This is an opportunity to find out how to research

Secrets: An exciting programme
of lectures, workshops and performances.

your families roots.

Monday 2nd July - Friday 6th July

Sunday 17th June
4pm - 6pm

Further information:

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS

Painting Classes: 020 8349 5646
annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

What Remains: Photographs by Sam Tanner of
Jewish life in East London today with displays of
East End life from the collection
of the Jewish Museum.

Leo Baeck College: 020 8349 5600

Until 22nd April

jml.finchley@lineone.net

info@lbc.ac.uk

Jewish Museum: 020 83491143

